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ABSTRACT 10029
EC 01 0029 ED 011 160
Publ. Date 66 337p.
Lehman, Jean Utley
In-Service Training Staff Development
for Education of Disadvantaged Deaf
Children, Institute Sessions (April 4-8,
June 20-24, June 25=30, 1966).
California State Coll., Los Angeles.
Spec. Educ. Center
Los Angeles City Sch.. Calif. Spec.
Ethic. Br.
Dept. of Education, Calif. Of!. of Corn-
pensa.ory Educ.
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; curriculum; teach-
ing methods; aurally handicapped; cult
rally disadvantaged; deaf; di..advantaged
environment; language development; in-
service teacher education; reading in-
struction; instructional materials; individ-
ual characteristics; speech; speech im-
provement; reading; behavior; behavior
problems; research; language learning;
children; audiovisual aids; audiology;
curriulurn design
Nineteen recognized authorities contrib-
uted to a 3-week program designed to
improve the understanding of disadvan-
taged deaf children and to suggest th°
type of curriculum best suited to theit
needs. Lectures, demonstrations, and
discussions covered the following topics-
-(I) the familial and personal aspects of
the child, (2) acquisition and structure of
language, (3) speech development and
improvement, (4) several aspects of read-
ing, (5) audiovisual aids, (6) psychoneu-
rologic behavioral problems, (7) audiol-
ogical problems, and (8) research, (MK)

ABSTRACT 10189
EC Ol O189 ED 018 893
Publ. Date 67
Wolfgang, Marvin E.
Studies in Delinquency, the Culture of
Youth,
Welfare Admin., Washington, D.C., Off.
Juvenile Delinquency
EDRS not available
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
delinquency; subculture; youth; youth
problems; lower class; middle class; role
conflict; american culture; negroes; eco-
nomically disadvantaged; delinquent role;
anti social behavior; social behavior; so-
cialization; minority groups; delinquency
causes; delinauent behavior; delinquents
Part of a series on various aspects of de-
linquency and control, this booklet is
concerned with the subculture of Ameri-
can youth. Following a definition of cul-
ture and subculture, the extended sociali-
zation process and dependency status
that contribute to the youth culture are
discussed. The masculine role is exam-
ined in the light of its transformation
from physical prowess to symbolic ex-
pression. Some of the notable variations
between lower class and middle class
youth are specified. Relevant statistics

Disadvantaged Youth

ABSTRACTS
on the amount and character of violent
behavior among youth are presented.
The relationship between youth. Ne-
groes. and the poor is explored regarding
their searh for power and for paraicipa-
lion in decision making processes.
Approximately 60 references are cited.
This document is available from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Governrnerp Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402 for 50.20. (TE)

ABSTRACT 10272
EC 01 0272 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jul 67 57p.
Fargo, George A. and Others
Parents', Teachers', and Clinicians'
Estimates of Problem and Non-Prob-
lem Behaviors of Preschool Children--
an Interdisciplinary Approach to Pre=
vention of Early School Failure.
Progress Report Number 2.
Hawaii Univ Honoiblu, Dis. Spec.
Educ.
EDRS mf.he
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; preschool children;
identification; educational diagnosis;
tests; psychological tests; behavior prob-
lems; behavior rating scales; medical
evaluation; child development; culturally
disadvantaged; preschool evaluation;
teucher evaluation; parent attitudes; so-
cial workers; interdisciplinary approach;
research projects; prediction; predictive
measurement; problem children; testing;
sociall.r deviant behavior; Hawaii
Seven teachers in Community Action
Program Preschools in Hawaii each des-
ignated three children expected to have
problems in kindergarten and three not
expected to have problems. The 42 child-
ren were selected from a population of
140 children whose homes were typical
of Hawaii's urban culturally disadvan-
taged areas. All received psychological
and pediatric evaluations and were rated
on a behavior scale. 'fheir parents were
interviewed by a social worker. Also,
tests were administered to the children,
including the Stanford-Binet, the Pea-
body Picture Vocabulary Tests, the Illi-
nois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities,
and the Frostig Developmental Test of
Visual Perception. Psychological test
scores indicated significant discrimination
between the problem and nonproblem
groups on the following items--the Stan-
ford-Binet Mental Age and IQ mean
scores (.005 level), the Peabody Mental
Age and IQ mean score (.005 level), the
Illinois TPA Total Language Age and
seven of its nine area scores (all at .005)
and its Motor Encoding Subtest score
(.05), and the Frostig Quotient (.005). No
significant differences were found con-
cerning chronological age or the Audito-
ry-Vocal Automatic area of the Illinois
Test. In analyses of the medical data, the
total nuMber of medical followups dis-
criminated significantly (p equals .05)
between the two groups, as did the De-
velopmental Quotient wo.-ked up by the

pediatrician (p equals .005) and non-
problem groups, also discriminated at a
high level of significance as used by the
teachers, the psyeallogists. and the pe-
diatricians (all beyond the .001 level),
and by the children's parents (p equals
.01). Of the 22 children designated as
problems by the team, 18 were originally
so designated by teacher prediction on
the behavior rating scale. Followup stud-
ies to compare future development of the
children are planned to determine wheth-
er early detection followed by education-
al intervention in kindergarten is effee-
tive for the problem group. A bibliogra-
phy lists six items. An appendix provides
the following--the revised behavior rating
scale, the conference evaluation form,
the request letter to parents, the social
worker's parent interview schedule, the
case history form from the Children's
Hospital, the physical examination blank
from the State Department of Health.
the conference notification letter, and a
sample case summary of conference pro-
ceedings. (DT)

STRACT 10703
EC 01 0703 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 67 8p
Ryckman, David B.
A Comparison of Information Process-
ing Abilities of Middle and Lower
Class Negro Kindergarten Boys.
Michigan University, Ann Arbor, Center
for Research On Language and Language
Behavior
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS not available
OEC-3-6-061748-058
Exceptional Children; V33 N8 P545-52
Apr 1967
Article Based on Author's Doctoral DiF
sertation, University of Illinois.
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
language; tests; disadvantrged youth;
cognitive processes; culturally di.,advan-
taged; language ability; kindergarten
children; males; Negro students; lower
class; middle class; socioeconomic back-
ground; cognitive ability
The study was designed to examine the
re!ationship between social class and
cognitive abilities of Negro kindergarten
boys. Fifty middle class and 50 lower
class Negro kindergarten boys were indi-
vidually tested with a battery of eight
tests designed to evaluate information
processing abilities. All 18 cognitive vari-
ables discriminated between the two
groups in favor of the middle class boys
(p less than .01). Analysis produced four
compor4nts significantly discriminating
between the groups in favor of the mid-
dle class boys: general language ability (p
less than .001), structural organization (p
less than .10), visual imagery (p less than
.10), and visual classification (p equals
.01). The fifth component, chronological
age, was significantly diterirninating in
favor of the lower class boys, but the



mean difference was ve.y small. A defi-
nition of cultural deprivation based on
language usage rather than socioeconom-
ic variables seems advantageous for
identification and programing of remedial
or compensatory education. (SB)

ABSTRACT 10834
EC 01 0834 ED 025 893
Publ. Date 66 180p.
Mint, Betty Margaret
The Child and thc Institution; A Study
of Deprivation and Recovery.
EDRS not available
University of Toronto Press, 1061 Ken-
sington Avenue, Buffalo, New York
14215 (57.50).

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; behavior; environ-
mental influences; institutional environ-
ment; infants; play therapy: preschool
children; self care skills; staff orienta-
tion; perceptual motor coordination; vol-
unteers; inservice education; child devel-
opment; individualized programs; behav-
ior change; emotional adjustment: social
adjustment; case records; facility re-
quirements; Neil McNeil Infants Home
To attempt to rehabilitate infants and
preschool institutionalized children who
were emotionally and culturally de-
prived, an experiment in environmental
adaptation was established in a children's
home. An original experiment involving
nine children indicated the need to make
staff and building changes. 1nservice
training emphasized child development
and the individuality of each resident;
volunteer mothers were recruited.
Building ,modifications included child-
sized facilities and stimulating materials.
Staff members rated the 83 children on
security scales appropriate to the child's
age. A regular schedule of daily events
and play therapy was established. The
staff found that children gradually
showed emotional, social, and speech
development and became increasingly
competent in self help skills. After 15
months, 44 children had been returned to
their parenu, or placed in foster or adop-
tive homes. Results indicated that an in-
stitution could promote healthy develop-
ment by recognizing the individuality of
the children, providing close relation-
ships with other people, encouraging ini-
tiative, and being consistent in care and
discipline. Five case histories are provid-
ed. (RP)

ABSTRACT 10889
EC 01 0889 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 67 6p.
Meyerowitz, Joseph H.
Environmental Vzriation and Educa-
tional Retardation.
Baylor University, Waco, Texas, College
of Medicine
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS not available
OEG-619-SAE-8204
Journal of Health and Social Behavior;
V8 N2 P141-6 Jun 1967
Descriptors; exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; family environ-
ment; environmental influences; educable

mentally handicapped; puental back-
ground; parent child rela,ionship: socioe-
conomic status; family income; social
attitudes; social experience; sibiings:
geographic location; housing; socializa-
tion; disadvantaged youth
In order to determine if home environ-
ment affects test performance, a study
was made Of 180 6 112-year-old children.
Of them, 120 (IQ's 60 to 85) were classi-
fied as educable mentally handicapped
(EMH) and 60 (1Q's 90 to 110) served as
the criterion (C) group. Three major en-
vironmental factors examined were mate-
rial condition, parental education, and
familial voluntary relationships. More
EMH children had younger siblings than
the C group children; more mothers of
the EMH group left school before eighth
grade than mothers of the C group: and
mothers of EMH children had lower
educational expectations (p for all less
than .001). C group mothers were rated
more neighborly (p less than .01), more
prone to join organizations (p less than
.001), and more likely to go places with
friends (p less than .001). C group fami-
lies earned more money per week (p less
than .01) and although C group children
often lived in a depressed area, EMH
children seldom lived outside it. (JD)

ABSTRACT 10913
EC 01 0913 ED 026 756
Publ. Date Sep 67 41p.
Rigrodsky, Seymour
Speech Therapy for Disadvantaged
Pupils in Nonpublic Schools; Evalua-
tion c4 New York Cit3 Title I Educa-
dons! Projects, 1966-67.
Center for Urban Education, New York,
New York, Committee on Field Re-
search and Evaluation
EDRS rnf.hc
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped; speech therapy;
speech therapists; program evaluation;
disadvantaged youth; teaching effective-
ness; teacher evaluation; identification;
clinical diagnosis; screening tests; refer-
ral; administration; teaching load; teach-
er orientation; parent teacher confer-
ences; regional programs; teaching meth-
ods; educational needs
A project was designed to provide thera-
py for disadvantaged children in New
York City nonpublic schools who have
the additional handicap o7 defective
speech. Effectiveopts of speech teachers
in providin¼ therapy services was evalu-
ated. The measurements of effectiveness
were determined from the following:
trained speech pathologists' observation
of the speech teachers and completion of
an evaluative form, teachers' responses
to a questionnaire assessing the therapy
program, and an interview with the pro-
gram administrators. A total of five
trained speech pathologists visited 15
schools and irr:erviewed 13 speech teach-
ers; 30 of the 38 teachers completed the
questionnaires. Recommendations includ-
ed speech teachers' screening of all
children in grades 3 to 7 using a clinical
rating scale; administration of diagnostic
tests to children being considered for

therapy; definite referral procedures with
coordination and followup; greater flexi-
bility in therapy methods, particularly for
older children; the establishment of re-
gional supervisory centers; improvement
and expansion of speech teachers con-
tacts with parents of children in therapy
and with other school personnel; and
continuation of the orientation program.
(OD)

ABSTRACT 11024
EC 01 1024 ED 018 505
Publ. Date Sep 65 200p.
Karnes, Merle B. Lad Others
Culturally DiGathantaged Children of
Higher Potential: Intellectual Func-
tioning and Educational Implications.
Champaign Community Unit 4 Schools.
Illinois
Illinois Department for Program Planning
for the Gifted, Springfield
EDRS mf,he
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; educational needs:
elementary school students; culturally
disadvantaged; intelligence; testing;
achievement; family characteristics; so-
cial characteristics; creativity; family at-
titudes; psycholinguistics; parents; emo-
tional development; Negroes; socioecon-
omic status; social attitudes; socioecon-
omic influences
To determine educational needs of cul-
turally disadvantaged children, 202 child-
ren in the top 20% in intellectual ability
within a disadvantaged group of 1400 in
six elementary schools were selected for
study. Subjects ranged from 5-7 to 12-10
in age, from kindergarten to grade 6, and
had a mean Binet IQ of 113. Analysis of
data indicated that, of the 85 white and
118 Negro children, 120 were in the ue-
per-le.wer socioeconomic status group
(SES) and 83 were in the lower-lower.
The subjects consistently rated below the
upper 20% of the general population on
intelligance, psycholinguistic abilities,
aral achievement. SES was correlated
with intelligence and with elaborateness
(creativity), but the Illinois Test of Psy-
eholinguistic Abilities subscales on audi-
tory vocal association, visual motor asso-
ciation, and visual motor sequential were
a function of race rather than SES.
Children's perceptions of peer accept-
ance, and children's extrapunitiveness
were related to SES. Differential rela-
tionships in older and yotinger children
were found with aLitudes of fathers and
mothers, and with children's reactions to
frustration. Negro children did not feel
well accepted by pears or parents, and
their parents expressed more authoritari-
an controlling attitudes (but not more
hostile rejecting attitudes) than Cauca-
sian parents. Impunitive children tended
to score higher on creativity than extra-
punitive or intrapunitive children. (CB)

ABSTRACT 11094
EC 01 1094 ED 025 081
Publ. Date jul 66 I35p.
Meisgeier, Charles
The Doubly Disadvantaged; A Study of
Socio-Cultural Determinants in Men-
tal Retardation.
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Texas University, Austin, Extension
Teaching and Field Service Bureau
Public Health Service (DHEW), Wash-
ington, D. C.
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; family (sociologi-
cal unit); disadvantaged' youth; health;
minority group children: socioeconomic
influences; cultural differences; cultural
disadvantagement; illiteracy; migrant
children, Latin American culture; Mexi-
can Americans; Anglo Americans; Negro
culture; ethnic groups; migrant health
services; migrant problems; minority
groups: Texas
Citing relevant studies and providing sta-
tistical data in 29 figures and 28 tables in
the text and 15 appended tables. (he re-
port describes the charac ieristics of Tex-
as' three major ethnic groups, Anglos,
Latin Americans. and Negroes; discusses
mental retardation in relation to socio-
cultural factors, deprivation, health fac-
tors, education and illiteracy, and mig-
rancy; and considers the characteristics
of residential school enrollment. One
bibliography cites 70 items; a second
annotates 52 items on Latin American
migrant labor. Guide questions for Negro
and Latin American group meetings and
excerpts from the Texas migrant health
project are included. (JD)

ABSTRACT 112 9
EC 01 1239 ED 002 810
Publ. Date 60 373p.
McGrath, O. D. and Others
Investigation of Mental Retardation in
Relation to Bilingual and Subcultural
Factors.
Arizona State University, Tempe, Col-
lege of Education
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS mf,hc
CRP-185

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; language; mentally
handicapped; achievement; language
tests; Mexican Americans; bilingual stu-
dents; American Indians; educationally
disadvantaged; socioeconomic influences;
socioeconomic background; mental retar-
dation; culturally disadvantaged; immi-
grants; special classes

The study investigated the difference
between true mental deficiency and pseu-
do-mental deficiency due to language,
cultural, and socioeconimic limitations.
The factors were studied by the method
of repeated tests over a 3-year span in an
adapted but relatively constant learning
situation. Mental achievement, language
tests, and sociological study of the child-
ren's environments were used as criteria.
The subjects were 188 recent immigrant
Mexican and Indian children in special
classes for bilingual children. The appar-
ent mental retardation of some bilingual
children was found to be often pseudo-,
the result of many factors, including so-
cioeconomic attitudes, family back-
ground, and others. Typical school pro-
grams were not adequately designed to

Distiesetataavd Youth

meet the needs or bring out the full po-
tential of these bilingual children who
have high mental abilities, as demonstrat-
ed by the fact that they have developed
some facility with two languages. More
studies and continued work related to the
field of bilingual children wcre recom-
mended. (CG)

ABSTRACT 11281
EC 01 1281 ED 022 296
Publ. Date Aug 66 126p.
Karnes, Merle B. and Others
Activities for Developing Psycho lin-
guistic Skills with Preschool Culturally
Disadvantaged Children.
Illinois University, Urbana, Institute for
Research On Exceptional Children
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; prescl,00l children;
communication (thought transfer); teach-
ing methods; language; psycholinguistics;
communication skills; information proc-
essing; learning activities; instructional
materials; instructional aids; educational
games; teaching guides
Intended as a guide, not as a curriculum,
the manual presents activities designed
to improve communication and informa-
tion processing skills in culturally disad-
vantaged preschool children, as well as
to ameliorate deficits. Generally follow-
ing the Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic
Abilities, except for a section on visual
closure derived from Wepman, the man-
ual is divided into 10 areas of communi-
cation processes: auditory decoding, vis-
ual decoding, auditory vocal association,
visual-motor association, vocal encoding,
motor encoding, auditory-vocal automat-
ic, auditory-vocal sequential, visual-mo-
tor sequential, and visual closure. For
each of the 10 areas activities are sug-
gested, such as games, puzzles, draw-
ings, musical adaptations, art projects, or
dramatics. Explanations for use and dia-
grams arc provided. Commercially manu-
factured items for each area are listed
with source of supply. (J13)

ABSTRACT 11337
EC 01 1337 ED 012 167
Pub!. Date Jan 66 28p.
Powell, Hope M.
Administrative Procedures Involved in
Stimulating, Developing, and Imple-
menting a Curriculum for Low-Ability
Students at Los Angeles City College.
Los Angeles City College, California
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
administration; disadvantaged youth;
program planning; curriculum; experi-
mental curriculum; academic ability; cur-
riculum development; open enrollment;
low achievers; low ability students;
school and college ability tests; speech
instruction; English; remedial courses;
remedial programs; psychology; reading
level; achievement -gains; experimental
programs; junior colleges; educationally
disadvantaged; Los Angeles
California's open-door policy has led to
an increase in the number of /ow ability
students in the junior colleges. In spring.

5

1964, Los Angeles City College began an
experimental program for 64 students
who scored below the 1 lth percentile on
the school and college ability tests.
Faculty volunteered their services, and
an integrated program of introductory
psychology, remedial English, and
speech was implemented. The results of
the first semester were not great, but
progress was evident and it was decided
to continue the experiment in fall, 1964,
with 100 students. In summer. 1965, the
program moved from the experimental to
the operational phase. Other instructors
established courses in their departments
to meet the needs of these students. The
focus of the program was shifted from
remediation to general education.
Though progress has been made in rais-
ing reading level and academic ability, it
a,?_s not enniteh to enable the student to
move into a regular college program.
Plans have been made to expand the
program further. (HS)

ABSTRACT 11338
EC 01 1338 ED 001 901
Publ. Date Mar 65 37p.
Smilansky, S.
An Experiment to Promote Cognitive
Abilities, Impart Basic Information
and Modify Attitudes Of Pre-School
Culturally Disadvantaged Children,
through the Development and Im-
provement of Their Sociodramatic
Free Play.
American Orthopsychiatric Association,
New York, New York
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; cognitive process-
es; preschool children; culturally disad-
vantaged; teaching methods; sociodrama;
preschool education; preschool pro-
grams; kindergarten children; kindergar-
ten; parent child relationship; child de-
velopment; attention; attention control;
attention span
Two main methods of approach in under-
standing the scholastic failure of cultural.
ly disadvantaged children were the use
of such teaching methods as textbooks,
workbooks, teachers' guidebooks, and
other teaching aids suited to the special
needs of these children, and the use of
experimeno; on the kindergarten k .el
aimed at finding ways to develop the
necessary abilities and to impart the re-
quired information to these children in
an effort to boost schoiastie capabilities
and minimize early school failure. This
was called a planned program of devel-
opment in the kindergarten. The basic
problem in working with children from
underpriviliged homes was the rapidity
with which they shift from one line of
thought to another, from one activity to
another, and from one feeling to another.
Thus ways and means that would help
the child embody those scattered facts,
experiences, and words into new, mean-
ingful concepts were sought.
Sociodramatic play was the best and
most natural instrument for helping pres-
chool children combine their scattered
experiences, facts, and concepts.
Sociodramatic play was a form of social



play activity participated in by some
preschool children. Results showed that
the growth and development of a child
from the middle higher sociocultural stra-
tum differed in many respects from that
of a child from the lower sociocultural
stratum. The difference stemmed trAnly
from the quality of the interaction be-
tween parent and child; thus it was as-
sumed that deprivation in this area could
be recognized and partly overcome in the
nursery and kindergarten. (RS)

ABSTRACT 11352
EC 01 1352 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Mar 66 5p.
Smith, Donald Hugh
Teaching Speech to the Culturally Dis-
advantaged.
Illinois Teachers College, Chicago
RDRS ruy. available
Speech Teacher; V15 N2 P140-4 Mar
1966

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
speech handicapped; disadvantaged
youth; language; culturally disadvan-
taged; teacher attitudes; self concept;
cultural awareness; cul:wal differences;
student teacher relationship; speech in-
struction; languaae arts
The disability in language arts of the cul-
turally disadvantaged child (Negro,
southern mountain white, American Indi-
an, or Spanish speaking) is discussed.
Effective methods of teaching such ch:.id-
ren are described, and the need for a
positive attitude toward the children and
for understanding of their culture is
streased. (JD)

ABSTRACT 11374
EC 01 1374 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 69 11p.
Gerber, Sanford E.; Hertel, Christina G.
Language Deficiency of Disadvantaged
Children.
EDRS not available
Journal of Speech and Hearing Research;
V12 N2 P270-80 Jun 1969
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
language handicapped; disadvantaged
youth; retarded speech development;
speech tests; speech evaluation; Illinois
Test of Psycho linguistic Abilitias; ITPA
This investigation examined the extent to
which culturally disadvantaged children
are retarded in language aevalopment
compared to other children. Subjeats
were 53 children between the ages of 48
months and 67 months, 40 of whom were
considered culturally disadvantaged. All
children were given the Illinois Test of
Psycho linguistic Abilities, and 50 utter-
ances were elicited from each child. As
had been hypothesized, on virtually ev-
ery test the culturally disadvantaged
children scored significantly lower than
did the other children. (Author)

ABSTRACT 11,110
EC 01 1410 ED N.A.
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James I.
The Social Choices of Students in Ra-
cially Integrated Classes for the Cul-
turally Disadvantaged Talented.
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Research On Exceptional Children
EDRS not available
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ascriptors: exceptional child research;
attitudes; gifted; disadvantaged youth:
integration effects; classroom integration;
integration studies; sex differences. intel-
ligence differences; intergroup rclations;
social relations; disadvantaged groups;
disadvantaged environment; racial inte-
gration; ra-:ial attitudes; racial differ-
ences; intermediate grades
The relation of choice of seating, work-
ing, and playing ornpanions to rac
sex, and intelligence was investigated in
four intermediate level classloonts. The
100 culturally disadvantaged but gifted
children (median IQ 110 to 119) were
randomly assigned to two experimental
groups which recieved home visitations
by teachers, and two control groups.
Each child w as requested to w rite five
choices each for seatmates, playmates,
and workmates, the top three of which
were used for the study. In control class
1, 90% of the Negro children chose their
own race while in control class 2 it was
50 to 60%. The white children's choice
of their own race ranged from 30 to 40%
in the two control classes and 50 to 60%
ii the experimental classes. In experi-_
mental class I. the Negroes chose other
Negroes, significantly more often than
would be expected by chance; but in
control class 2 the whitc children chose
Negroes at a rate significantly higher
than chance. Fewer interracial choices
occurred between girls than boys, 'and,
as in other studies of this age level, there
was little cross sex choice in any of the
classes. F !sults indicated that race did
seem to be a factor in social choice in
some classes under certain conditions,
but not in others, and that there was lit-
tle difference in choice of seatmate.
workmate, or playmate. More intelligent
children were not chosen significantly
more often in these ability grouped class-
rooms. Results indicated increased social
contact and empathy through integration.
(SN)
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Oakland, Thomas D.
Auditory Discrimination and Socioe-
conom!c Status as Correlates of Read-
ing Ability.
EDRS not available
Journal of Learning Disabilities; V2 N6
P324-9 Jun 1969

Descriptors: reading research; socioecon-
omic status; reading achievement; audi-
tory discrimination; disadvantaged youth;
evaluation techniques; social class
Relationships between reading achieve-
ment and social class membership (SES)
were studied, as were relationships be-
tween reading achievement and perform-
ance on phonemic and nonphonemic au-
ditory discrimination tests. A direct rela-

tionship existed between reading
achievement and SES. Also, reading
achievement measures correlated higher
with phonemic auditory a.,sessment than
with nonphonemic auditory assessment.
(Author)
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Bottrill, John H.
Effects of Preschool Experience on the
School Readiness I e-.rci of PrivIleged
and Underprivi:eged Childrer.
EDRS not available
Exceptional Children; V34 N4 P275 Dec
1967

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
disavantaged youth; preschool children;
day care programs; readiness (mental)
To determine whether a day care center
employing a variety of preschool experi-
ence.; can bring children of poor working
class families to the same level of school
readiness reached by children of middle
class families, privileged children who
attene.ed a university nursery school 10
hours a week were compared with under-
privileged children who attended a day
care center 70 hours a week. Results on
the Sprigle School 1:eadiness Screening
Test indicated no significant differences
between the two groups. (LE)
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Brottman, Marvin A.
A Multidisciplinary Approach to Edu-
cation.
EDRS not available
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P188-94 Jan 1968

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
emotionally disturbed; identification; stu-
dent evaluation; interdisciplinary ap-
proach; teacher role; psychologists; psy-
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chool programs; learniug disabilities;
prediction; enrichment programs
The multidisciplinary approach to the
education of preschool children with
learning prohiems is discussed in terms
of the relationship between teacher and
clinician, the clinician's task, and collab-
oration before crisis. A research program
with 4-year-old disadvantaged Negro
children is described which found both
emotional and intellectual components in
children with potential learning prob-
lems. The project is further described in
terms of its goals, which are to identify
predictors of later achievement, explore
techniques of teaching standard English
usage, provide special care for boys, and
do a followup study on the children in
the project when they reach public
school. (JD)
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Saturday Review; V51 N II P64-6. 84 16
Mar 1968
!Descriptors: exceptional child research;
infanc nutrition; intellectual develop-
ment; physical development; dietetics;
disadvantaged youth: developing nalions;
animal reccarch; growt patterns; body
weight; body height; environmental influ-
ences; mentally handicapped; human
develoornent; research reviews (publica-
tions)
Animal experiments and studies of hu-
mans are reviewed, indicating that mal-
nutrition in infancy causes smaller body
size and brain size and that it affects
adult intelligence. Two types of malnutri-
tion are described: Marasmus, caused by
early weaning and poor substitutes for
breast milk with resulting calorie and
protein deficiencies, and Kwashiorkor,
an acute and often fatal disease due pri-
marily to protein deficiency. Studies on
the adverse effect of malnutrition upon
the development of interrelation among
the separate senses, the base of primary
learning and adaptive capacity, are cited,
as are additional studies on the effect of
psychological and social deprivation
common among malnourished children
upon intellectual performance. The diffi-
cuity in separating nutritional from other
environmental influences in evaluating
performance on intelligence tests is dis-
cussed; also disi. assed is the elimination
of malnutrition and infection among un-
derpriviledged populations as a feasible
goal. (LE)
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Hodges, Walter L. and Others
The Development and Evaluation of a
Diagnostically Based Curriculum for
Preschool Psycho-Socially. Deprived
Children. Final Report,
Indiana University, Bloomington, School
of Education
Office of EJucation (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C., Bureau of Research
EDRS mf,hc
OEG-32-24-0210-1011
BR-5-0350
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; preschool children;
adjustment (to environment); a.7hieve-
ment; mentally handicapped; language
development; motor development; social
development; intellectual development;
educable mentally handicapped; slow
learners; culturally disadvantaged; pres-
chool programs; kindergarten children;
educational diagnosis; curriculum; curric-
ulum development; curriculum evalua-
tion; cognitive processes; psychological
patterns
A study investigated the effectiveness of
a I-year diagnostic preschool curriculum
in improving regular school adjustment
and achievement of 142 psychosocially
deprived children (age 5. IQ's 53 to 85).
In each of 3 years, approximately 15

children were placed into an experimen-
tal preschool, a kindergarten contrast, or
an at-home contrast group. Curriculum
procedures were designed to remedy

Disadvantaged Yowl.'

specifically diagnosed deficits in the
areas of intelligence, language, motor.
and social development. By the end of
the treatment year. the experimental
groups ranked significantly higher than
the contrast groups in all of the areas
named above. Fo'ilowup study through
the second grade for the 1st year group
and through the first grade for the 2nd
year group indicated that the groups no
longer differed significantly in any area
except that of social development, which
continued be higher far the experi-
mental groups School academic achieve-
ment ;Ippeared not to be related to over-
all IQ change, but rather to specific intel-
lectual processes that contributed to the
IQ change; that is, if children made gains
on items related to memory, vocabulary,
and motor development, the prognosis
for their first grade academic success
was better than if they made gains on
items related to concept formation and
abstract reasoning. (Author/JD)
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Cravioto, Joaquin; Gaona, Carlos Espi-
nosa
Early Malnutridon and Audltory.Vls-
nal Integration in School-Age Child-
ren.
EDRS not available
Journal of Special Education; V2 NI
P75-82 Fal 1967
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
rural youth: nutrition; school surveys:
disadvantaged youth; auditory visual
tests; testing; sensory integration
To discover the relationship between ear-
ly malnutrition and auditory visual inte-
gration, the tallest 255- and the shortest
25% of children between the ages of 7
and 12 in a rural village school in south-
western Mexico were tested for their
ability to integiate auditory and visual
stimuli by a method of equivalence.
Short height was considered an indicator
of early malnutrition. The 296 children
were individually asked to identify visual
dot patterns corresponding to rhythmic
auditory patterns. Ability improved over
the age span considered, with rapid im-
provement occurring between the ages of
9 and II; at each age level the mean per-
formance of the taller group was higher
than that of the shorter. It was thus sug-
gested that early malnutrition producing
integration difficulties may affect the
child's ability to read, since reading re-
quires the ability to transform temporally
distributed visual auditory patterns into
spatially distributed visual ones. (LE)
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Williams, Jane Case
Improving Educational Opportunities
for Mexican-American Handicapped
Children.
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton, D. C.. Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
EDRS mf,hc

Descriptors: except;onal child education;
federal aid: educational programs; disad-
vantaged youth; Mexican Americans:
incidence: intelligence tests; environmen-
tal influences; prt ventioa;
state programs: research projects; minor.
ity group childrea; preschool programs;
tilingual students; teacher education;
information centers; instructional materi-
als centers; Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
The problem of Mexican Americans,
who are concentrated in the states of
Arizona, California, Colorado. New
Mexico, and Texas, is considered; their
referral to and enrollment in special edu-
cation classes for the handicapped at
twice the expected percentage is men-
tioned. Programs designed to overcome
or correct the effects of cultural disad-
vantagement discussed are the Bilingual
Education Act, Project Head Start, in-
tensive language developmental classes,
and a continuation into formal school
programs of both special services and
the educational and cultural enrichment
of Head Start. Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped programs available to
all children, including Mexican Ameri-
cans, are described and include the fol.
lowing: support to state schools (Public
Law 89-313); Title VI of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, which
provides grants for initiation. expansion.
and improvements of pcograms for the
handicapped at all levels: media services
and captioned films; training programs
for professional personnel; research; and
instructional media centers. Future direc-
tions of the Bureau are considered.
Appendixes discuss intelligence testing
with other than Angie middle class child-
ren and environmental deprivation and
intelligence. A list of institutions of high-
er education frequently attended by
Mexican Americans is provided. (LE)
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The Mentally Retarded in Model Cit-
ies. The Report of a Workshop (Sep-
tember 24-26, 1968).
President's Committee on Mental Retar-
dation, Washington, D. C.
EDRS rnf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child services;
mentally handicapped; program planning;
community programs; city problems; dis-
advantaged youth; organizations
(groups); community organizations; fin-
ancial support; educational programs;
transportation; citizen participation; ur-
ban renewal; neighborhood improve-
ment; community services; urban slums;
organization; Model Cities Program
Workshop participants and staff mem-
bers of the President's Committee on
Mental Retardation are listed, and contri-
butions of participants are presented for
each day of the meeting. Discussions
consider the Model Cities Program, the
problems of the disadvantaged, mental
retardation, environmental influences.
community involvement, inclusion of the



retarded in Model City Planning. associa-
tions for retarded child:en, special edu-
cation and transportation. financial sup-
port, impressions of visits to various
communities, and community organiza-
tions. The appendix is a guide to mental
retardation for Model City planners
which considers the following: planning;
prevention; diagnostic, preschool, educa-
tion. social and economic, rehabilitation.
day care, and public health services; re-
gional services; resource agencies; estab-
lishment of priorities; evaluation; and
charts of degrees of retardation and pro-
grams or services for the retarded. (RJ)

ABSTRACT 11695
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Tannenbaum, Abraham J.
Special Education and Programs for
Disadvantaged Children and Youth.
Council for Exceptional Children, Wash-
ington, D. C.
EDRS mf
The Council for Exceptional Chi'lren,
1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W., Washing-
ton, D. C. 20036 (I-IC $3.50 Paper; $4.50
Cloth).
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; teaching methods;
educational prograniz,; behavior prob-
lems; cognitive processes; perception;
gifted; reinforcement; behavior change;
mentally handicapped; orthopedically
handicapped; speech handicapped;
speech therapy; environmental influ-
ences; intelligence differences; preschool
programs; visually handicapped

Nine conference papers consider the
application of knowledge and methods
known to special education to the in-
struction of disadvantaged children.
Edmund W. Gordon views the disadvan-
taged population; Frank B. Wilderson
discusses behavior disorders in children
from deprived backgrounds; Harriet
Green Kopp describes problems of per-
ception and cognition among the disad-
vantaged; and James J. Gallagher treats
the disadvantaged gifted. Also presented
are the contributions of special education
programs, for the ,ollowing groups, to
the instruction of the disadvantaged:
children with learning disabilities, by
Norris G. Haring and Patricia Nolen; the
mentally retarded, by Wayne L. Sengs-
tock; children with orthopedic handicaps
or health impairment, by Dorothy B.
Carr; and the visually handicapped by
Samuel C. Ashcroft. In addition, Mamie
J. Jones assesses the contributions of
speech therapy. (JD)
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Haring, Norris G. and Others
Accelerating Appropriate Behaviors of
Children in a Head Start Program.
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Sum 1969
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teaching methods; language handicapped;
socially maladjusted: emotionally dis-
turbed; case studies (education)

A research and demonstration classroom
was established through the cooperative
efforts a the University of Washington's
Experimental Education Unit and the
Head Start Program of the Seattle Public
Schools. The demonstration classroom
enrolled children demonstrating severe
social, emotional and/or language defi-
cits, as identified by Head Start teachers.
The aggressive or acting out child was
most often seen as the child needing
help. Of the 25 children originally re-
ferred, 12 were enrolled for a term which
ran up to 43 days. Principles of program-
ing the arrangement of activitic in lan-
guage and social discrimination were fol-
lowed in the classroom. Behavior modifi-
cation procedures were utilized and in-
troduced to the regular Head Start teach-
ers. The demonstration class teaching
staff worked with the Head Start teach-
ers when the children returned to their
home class and throughout 2 followup
period. (Author)
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Chansky, Norman M.
Measuring the Intelligence and
Achievement of School Dropouts with
the Benton Visual Retention Test.
EDRS not available
American Journal of Mental Deficiency;
V71 N2 PI91-5 Sept 1966
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged y.outh; tests, predictive
validity; dropouts; young adults; intellig-
ence tests; academic achievement; read-
ing; arithmetic; spelling; achievement
tests; intelligence; test validity; dropout
research; dropout characteristics; Benton
Visual Retention Test; BVRT; Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale; WAIS; North
Carolina
The concurrent and predictive validities
of the Benton Visual Retention Test
(BVRT) were studied with 123 high
school dropouts in western and eastern
North Carolina. Subjects were between
16 and 22 years who were 90% Cauca--
sian and 10% Negro. A battery of tests
including other measures of intellectual
ability and school achievement was ad-
ministered to each subject individually.
Results indicated that both the Appa-
lachian and Coastal groups were dull
normal in intellectual ability and func-
tioned near grade 6 in reading and near
grade 5 in spelling and arithmetic.
Whatever aspect of achievement was
measured by the BVRT was also mea-
sured by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (WAIS); using the WAIS as a cri-
terion, the BVRT had concurrent validi-
ty. Howev, for achievement the BVRT
had less predictive validity than the
WAIS in the Appalachian sample and
more in the Coastal sample. (DF)
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Brown. I ouis F ; Andrews. James B.
A Summer School Outdoor Education-
al Program for Culturally Disadvan-
taged Educable Mentally Retarded
Children. Status Report.
Iowa University. Iowa City, University
Hospital School
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton, D. C.

EDRS mf.hc
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
rnentally handicapped; disadvantaged
youth; recreational programs; student
evaluation; outdoor education; summer
programs; camping; science instruction:
homemaking skills; educable mentally
handicapped; physical education; self
concept; sociometrie techniques; person-
al adjustment; tests
Fourteen culturally deprived educable
mentally handicapped children (ages 126
to 168 months, IQ's 52 to 86) participat-
ed in a 7-week project to determine the
effectiveness of correlating classroom
instruction with camping and outdoor
educational activities. The subjects were
first tested for current knowledge and
attitudes about science, recreational
camping, and themselves; they also re-
ceived instruction in homemaking, sci-
ence. and camping. Then the subjects
pract!ced on campsite what they had
learned in the classroom. Finally they
were evaluated by the same instruments
as earlier and were given opportunity to
react to the camping experience. It was
concluded that the activities offered will
not replace those of physical education
programs and that the experiences gained
and the subjects ease in verbalizing
seemed to enhance their self concept and
family status. A significant change in the
positive direction was noted in the sub-
jects' concept of the magnitude of their
problems in reading, health, and personal
adjustment; their knowledge of natural
science also showed a significant gain.
No significant changes occurred in group
status, although there was some shifting
of children in the middle of the sociogra-
metric region. Recreational activity pref-
erences were altered, although not signif-
icantly in favor of those offered. (JD)
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Bond, Horace M.
A Study of Factors Involved in the
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Underprivileged Populations. Final
Report.
Atlanta University, Georgia
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C., Bureau of Research
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Members of the Negro population of the
United States who had demonstrated
unusual talent by receiving an academic
doctoral degree were studied to deter-
mine factors that would identify academ-
ic promise among underprivileged
groups Factors studied included the
importance of the family, the education
and occupation of parents, the school.
and the psychological and motivational
climate of the community. Findings
showed that there are approximai2ly 1,-

600 to 1,800 hving Negro holders of aca-
demic doctoral degrees; the percentage
of these degree holders who were family
related exceeded normal expectation:
segregated high schools varied in degree
of doctorates produced from .one in sev-
en graduates to one in 200 to 300 gradu-
ates; state doctorate productivity varied
widely; and about two-thirds of all Negro
doctorates were graduates from predomi-
nantly Negro colleges. Recommendations
for improving educational opportunities
incla.ted desegregation of schools and
staffs, and school programs in character
building. motivation. and short-term
coaching. (SN)
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Ric omer, Richard and Others
An Experimental Reading-Typing
Program.
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
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typewriting; teaching methods; reading
A group of disadvantaged children were
taught reading by a reading-typing (RT)
program, while a group of disadvantaged
and a group of middle class children
were taught by traditional basal reader
(BR) instruction. Children in the RT pro-
gram tvere taught one phonetic unit at a
time, progressed to blending, typing
words, and finally to typing phrases and
sentences. Tests revealed that although
the disadvantaged BR group showed a
deficit in reading skills compared to mid-
dle class children, the disadvantaged in
the RT program were, with one excep-
tion, equivalent to or superior to the
middle class group. Parents of the dit ad-
vantaged tended to support their children
in learning to type; the attention span
'and listening comprehension of the RT
group was superior to that of controls
according to teacher observation. At the
end of 1 year the RT group averaged 5.2
words per minute in typing unfamiliar
material at grade 2 level and 8.6 words
per minute in repetitive typing. The RT
children independently produced stories
based on their experiences while controls
dictated their stories. Results indicate
that the readinggyping program appears
useful as a technique for raising the lan-
guage learning level of the disavantagad.
(Author/RJ)
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Berlin, Charles I.: Dill, Anne C.
The Effects of Feedback and Positive
Reinforcement on the Wepman Audi-
tory Discrimination Test Scores of
Lower-Class Negro and White Child-
ren-
FDRS not available
Journal of Speech and Hearing Research;
VII) N2 P384-9 Jun 1967
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
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tests; auditory discrimination; racial dif-
ferences; Negroes; lower class students:
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back: reinforcement; Wepman Auditory
Discrimination Test; WADT
The two forms of the Wepman Auditory
Discrimination Test (WADT) were ad-
ruinistcred to lower class children, 8 to 9
years old in age, and of at least normal
intelligence. The experimental groups of
12 Negro children and 10 white children
received special feedback and reinforce-
ment on the second form while the con-
trol groups of 11 white and 12 Negroes
received the standard instructions only.
The white experimental control groups
sewed similarly. Only the Negro experi-
mental groups showed significant im-
prooement in the second trial, apparently
related to the reinforcement and the
feedback. Retesting children who make
more than the normal number of errors
on the WADT, and giving special in-
structions to inattentive children on the
second test are recommend:A. Tule

unique effects on Negro children require
further study. (EB)
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Wolf, Montrose M. and Others
Experiments with Token Reinforce-
inent in a Remedial Classroom.
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
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Achievement Test
In an after-school remedial education
program, 16 fifth- and sixth-grade urban
disadvantaged students were taught to
master standard instructional materials
.vith the support of token reinforce-
ments. The students had scored 2 years
below the reading norm on the Stanford
Achievement Test, and their median IQ
was 88. Token points were manipulated
relative to the amount and/or difficulty of
success with the assigned problems.
Points earned were rewarded by a varie-
ty of goods and special events (treats)
which were hierarchically ranked, that is,
long range goals with more valuable re-
wards required more token points. The
relationship between the rate of certain
academic behavior and the token system
and its contingency with achievement

was explored. Other contingencies built
into the project, not experimentally ana-
lyzed, included a money bonus for the
teachers which was linked to their stu-
dents' productivity and permission to
students to pursue favorite subjects or
more advanced work only if the less
popular task wa; completed. Other token
earning contingencies were attendance,
good behavior, and improvement in
grade average. Compared with a control
group having no remediation, the rein-
forcement group gained an average of 1
year in achievement level and 6 months
in their previously accumulated deficit.
Attendance averaged 85% and median
report card gain was 1.1 grade points (C
Average). (NH)
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Kappelman, Murray M. and Others
A Study of Learning Disorders Among
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
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This paper illustrates a stud.; involving
disadvantaged children with significant
learning disorders. Each child was stud-
ied by a multidisciplined team of medi-
cal, psychological, hearing, language and
educational specialists. The predominant
underlying basis for the learning disorder
proved to be a neurological handicap in

over 50% of the children studied. Ap-
proximately one quarter of. the children
had significant emotional disturbance as
the predominant cause of their inability
to learn. (Author)
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MacMillan, Donald L.
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
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An interrupted task paradigm was used
to determine whether cultural-familial
retardates exhibited a higher expectancy
for failure than non-retarded subjects. A
total sample of 129 subjects Included
equal numbers of primary retardates,
intermediate retardates, and non-retarded
subjects. Data analyses revealed that
both retarded groups placed blame on
themselves for the tasks not being com-
pleted. Resumption choice and place-
ment of blame were significantly related
for non-retarded subjects, but not for
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retardates. Results were interpreted to
support the notion that cultural-familial
retardates do have a higher expectancy
for failure than do normals. (Author)
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Norton, Frances J.
Oversocialization in the Young Cultur-
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Nov 1969
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
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maturity; preschool children; family rela-
tionship: behavior patterns; preschool
education; stress variables
Observation of advanced social develop-
ment in young culturally deprived child-
ren led to an examination of social matu-
rity scores and intelligence scores in rela-
tion to each other and in relation to
chronological ages of 99 Head Start
children. Results indicate a high incid-
ence of above average socialization
among children of low to average mental
ability. Causes are suggested and impli-
cations for the preschool education of
deprived children are presented. (Author)
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Mickelson, Norma I.; Galloway, Charles
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Indian Children.
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
American Indians; language develop-
ment; disadvantaged youth; summer pro-
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patterns; Canada
A summer educational program for Indi-
an children living on reserves is dis-
cussed. Data are presented which sup-
port Deutsch's hypothesis that language
deficiencies tend to remain in the verbal
repertoire of children disadvantaged with
respect to social class. The data also in-
dicate that correction is possible if struc-
tured language experiences are provided
but that deficiencies de not appear to
improve simply as a function of time and
undifferentiated school activities.
(Author)
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Cohen, Julius S. and Others
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planning; poverty programs; counselor
role; counselor training: economic fac-
tors; disadvantaged environment; eco-
nomically disadvantaged: counselor ac-
ceptance; rehabilitation counseling; reha-
bilitation programs
A short-term institute on rehabilitation
counseling and poverty provided discus-
sion and some guidelines for public and
private rehabilitation programs, universi-
ty training programs, and anti-poverty
programs. Topics included are the insti-
tute's background and goals; scope, co-
operation, expansion, and improvement
of rehabilitation programs; poverty pro-
grams; serving the client; rehabilitation
and poverty; training of professionals
and the non-professional worker; and a
summary. A bibliography, list of par
pants. and information on careers in re-
habilitation counseling are provided.
(LE)

ABSTRACT 20365
EC 02 0369 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 68 3p.
Baratz, Joan C.
Language in the Economically Disad-
vantaged Child: A Perspective.
EDRS not available
ASHA; VIO N4 P143-5 Apr 1968
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; Negroes; language
ability; language patterns; Negro dia-
lects; research reviews (publications);
nonstandard dialects: language instruc-
tion; second language learning
Studies of the language of the disadvan-
taged Negro child are reviewed, suggest-
ing three orientations: either verbal desti-
tution, undeveloped language, or full but
nonstandard language development.
Results supporting the first two concepts
are criticized in terms of their experi-
mental procedures, which are described
as oriented to the middle class and indic-
ative of a restricted view of language.
The third orientation is judged the most
acceptable and research is summarized
showing definite patterns of language
development in Negro speech which dif-
fer from standard middle class English.
Implications for the speech pathologist
are stated, including the need of the dis-
advantaged child, not for remediation,
but for instruction in standard English as
a second language system. (JB)

ABSTRACT 20396
EC 02 0396 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Dec 69 6p.
Radin, Norma
The Impact of a Kindergarten Home
Counseling Program.
EDRS not available
Exceptional Children; V36 N4 P251-6
Dec 1969
Based on A Paper Presented at the An-
nual Meeting Of the Midwestern Psy-
chological Association (41st, Chicago, Il-
linois, May, 1969).
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; kindergarten; pres-
chool programs; parent counseling; intel-
ligence level; able students; parent par-
ticipation; supplementary education;

toe 10

Supplementary Kindergarcri lnierven=
tion Program
Three matched groups of 12 disadvan-
taged, high ability students who had pre-
viously participated in a preschool pro-
gram underwent differential kindergarten
experiences. The variable producing both
superior performance by the children on
cognitive measures and a more stimulat-
ing home environment was found to be a
parent counseling program. The youngs-
ters showing the greatest gains on the
Binet were those whose mothers had
been intensely involved in the educative
process at both the preschool and kinder-
garten level. (Author)

ABSTRACT 20417
EC 02 0417 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 67 90p.
Witmer, Helen L., Ed.
On Rearing Infants and Young Child-
ren in Institutions.
Social and Rehabilitation Service
(DHEW), Washington, D. C.. Children's
Bureau
EDRS not available
CBRR-1
Superintendent of Documents. U. S.
Government Printing Office. Washington.
D. C. 20402 ($0.50).

Descriptors: exceptional child services:
disadvantaged youth; preschool children;
child development; environmental influ-
ences; early childhood; residential pro-
grams; infants; institutionalized (per-
sons); institutional environment; day care
services; day care programs; experimen-
tal programs; program development; pro-
gram proposals; program planning: insti-
tutional personnel; residential care
Research papers representing the work
of the Children's Bureau and others not
associated with the Bureau are given
which report the findings of studies of
child health and welfare services and the
feasibility of rearing deprived infants and
young children in residential facilities.
Papers consider the following topics:
contributions of healthy families to
young children's developmental needs;
characteristics, needs, and group care of
preschool children; a description of a
residential nursery for infants at the
Children's Home Society in Green.: oro.
North Carolina; the organization of Ab-
bott 14c,ase, a residential institution for
young children in Irvington-on-Hudson,
New York; and the operation of an ex-
perimental day care center for young
children at the Children's Center, Syra-
cuse, New York. Also included are dis-
cussions of plans for a research-oriented
day care center for 240 children (studied
from birth) in Chapel, Hill, North Caroli-
na; and problems of site selection, staff-
ing, daily schedule of children's activi-
ties, health care, and community organi-
zation in providing residential group
care, and obstacles to good foster care.
Conclusions by the editor on the major
points covered during the discussion of
the papers are given. (AB)

ABSTRACT 20544
EC 02 0544 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Aug 67 12p.
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Ranh. Jane Beasley
Language and Speech Deficits in Cul-
turally: Disachantaged Children:
Implications for the Speech Clinician.
EDRS not available
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders; V32 N3 P203-14 Aug 1967
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
language handicapped; disadvantaged
youth; sneech handicapped; verbal abili-
ty; articulation (speech); grammar; con-

cept formation; early experience; envi-
ronrnental influences; speech therapists;
teaching methods; preschool programs

The nature of language and speech de-
fects in culturally disadvantaged children
is presented through a discussion of vo-
cabulary, verbal output, pronunciation,
articulation, grammatical patterns, con-

cept formation, and reasoning.
Information is provided on the signifi-
cance of the early years to learning, the
role of the speech clinician, and new
approaches to the development of lan-
guage. A 49-item reference list is provid-
ed. (RD)

ABSTRACT 20680
EC 02 0680 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Spr 69 13p.

Jensen, Arthur R.
Intelligence, Learning Ability and So-
cioeconomic Status.
EDRS not available
Journal of Special Education; V3 NI
P23-35 Spr 1969
Based on A Paper Presented at the
Americm, Educational Research Associa-
tion Convention (Annual, Chicago, Illi-
nois, February 8, 1968).
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; intelligence tests;
culture free tests; cognitive ability; com-
plexity level; socioeconomic status;
learning characteristics
To investigate the observatic., that child-
ren of low socioeconomic status (SES)
with IQ scores between 60 and 80 appear
brighter on tests of associative learning,
on the playground, and in social situa-
tions. than middle SES children with
similar low IQ's and poor scholastic per-
formances, subjects from ages 4 to 14
were tested. The children were given
learning tasks and timed on their suc-
cess. The findings were interpreted in
terms of two-dimensional models pairing
learning ability (slow to fast) and intellig-
ence (low to high), and pairing abstract
problem solving with a culture free to
culture loaded test continuum. The fol-
lowing results were noted: average-abili-
ty and high-ability low-SES children do
not differ from their middle-class coun-
terparts on associative learning tasks; the
low-ability low SES children did better
than their low-ability middle SES peers.
The findings help to localize the nature
of the intellectual deficit of culturally
disadvantaged children, bring a sharper
focus to the nature-nurture problem con-
cerning social class and racial differences
in mental ability, show that environmen-
tal deprivation does not have an equal
effect on all mental abilities, and empha-
size the need for standard tests to assess
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a broader spectrum of mental abilities.
(LE)

ABSTRACT 20779
EC 02 0779 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jan 70 lOp.

Bruininks, Robert H.
Teaching Word Recognition to Disad-
vantaged Boys.
EDRS not available
J Learning Disabilities; V3 NI P28-37

Jan 1970
This Article Is A Partia; Summary of A
Doctoral Dissertation Completed Under
the Direction of Professor Lloyd M.
Dunn at George Peabody College For
Teachers.
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; teaching methods;
word recognition; visual learning; sight
method; reading failure; perceptual de-
velopment; auditory perception: visual
perception

Twenty boys demonstrating visual
strengths and auditory weaknesses and
another group of 20 boys with the oppos-
ite perceptual pattern were taught to rec-
ognize 15 words by a visual or sight-
word approach, and another set of 15

words by an auditory or phonic teaching
method. Results failed to support the
predicted interaction between perceptual
aptitudes and teaching methods, but re-
vealed a trend toward more efficient
learning under the visual teaching meth-
od. (RD)

ABSTRACT 20780
EL. 02 0780 ED 029 058
Nita. Date 67 66p.
Program for Developing Speech and
Language Skills in the Educationally
Deprived Child Through the Utiliza-
tion of the Specialized Training of
Speech Therapists, September 6, 1966-
June 16, 1967. Program Evaluation. .

Milwaukee Public Schools, Wisconsin,
Division of Curriculum and Instruction
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: disadvantaged youth; excep-
tional child research: edt.cable mentally
handicapped; primary grades; program
evaluation; retarded speech develop-
ment; speech instruction; speech thera-
pists; verbal development; language de-
velopment; Ammons Quick Test; Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act
Title I Program; Illinois Test of Psychol-
inguistic Abilities; Peabody Language
Development Kit; Project Head Start;
Project Speech and Language Develop-
ment

The Speech and Language Development
Project funded under ESEA Title I, de-
signed to improve the verbal skills of
economically disadvantaged children in
the primary grades and later expanded to
include older (7-13) educable mentally
handicapped vauth was used in the Mil-
waukee PuEic Schools. The 325 partici-
pants worked regularly with six speech
therapists in groups of six to eight to
improve their receptive and expressive
language. A four-group experimental-
control research design was used to eval-
uate that part of the project involving the

pril.,ary-grade children: a two-group ex-
perimental design using the project group
and a nonproject group was used to eval-
1.131e the project's success with the educ-
able mentally handicapped students. A
followup study was done of a random
sample of Head Start students who had

had previons language training.
Evaluative data was cc/lecied from
teachers, administrators, and therapists.
Project therapists compiled a curriculum
guide (see UD 007 935). (EF)

ABSTRACT 20791
EC' 02 0791
Publ. Date Jan 70
FIallahan, Daniel P.
Cognitive Styles: Pre-School
lions for the Disadvanta),. 1.
EDRS not available
J Learning Disabilities; V3 NI
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; cognitive develop-
ment; hyperactivity; learning disabilities;
neurologically handicapped; preschool
programs; psychological characteristics;
behavior patterns; teaching methods
Research studies describing the charac-
teristics of cognitive processes in disad-
vantaged children are presented, and
similarities of these cognitive styles with
.hose of the hyperkinetic, brain injured
child are given. Implications from these
behavior and cognitive characteristics are
made for teaching methods and pre-
school program planning for the disad-
vantaged (RD)

ABSTRACT 20792
EC 02 0792 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jan 70 3p,
Kallan, Cynthia A.
Privation of Deprivation: A Discussion
on the Culturally Deprived Child.
EDRS not available

Learning Disabilities; V3 NI P25-7 Jan
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; sensory depriva-
tion; cultural traits; educationally disad-
vantaged; cognitive development; lan-
guage development; preschool education

A description of the labels and character-
istics of the culturally deprived child
along with his developmental experiences
are presented. Deficiencies and recom-
mendations of preschool education are
also provided. (RD)

ABSTRACT 20821
EC 02 0821 ED 032 687
Publ. Date 68 329p.
Perspectives on Human Deprivation:
Biological, Psychological, and Social.
National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development, Bethesda, Mary-
land;
Public Health Service (DHEW), Wash-
ington. D. C.
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors; exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; human develop-
ment; environmental influences; research
reviews (publications); personality devel-
opment; cognitive development; language
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notional development; social
prenatal influences; infants;

isadvantagernent; psychological

of four task forces on human
n is reported. Aspects of depri-
ated include psychosocial dep-
md personality development;

of biological, psychological,
deprivations upon learning and

ice; socialization and social
and biological substrates of

:nt and behavior. For each
search is reviewed and sugges-
made for future research. Also
s a synthesis of a 2-day confer-
:search policy for psychosocial
n which concerned itself with
aentioned above. (JD)

ABSTRACT 20885
5 ED 028 583

68 I44p
erle B.
'oung Children Develop Lan-
lis: A Book of Activities.

Exceptional Children, Wash-
C.

cif for Exceptional Children,
11 Sixteenth Street, N. W.,
n, D. C. 20036 (FIC $2,75).

s: exceptional child education;
uistics; teaching methods;
ition skills; learning activities;
ged youth; language; listening
al perception; language devel-
trbal ability; associative learn-
ry perception: recall (psychol-
-ceptual motor learning; mem-
uctional materials; mentally
tzl; learning disabilities; pres-
ren

to improve the language skills
Ily disadvantaged preschool
he activities can be adapted
th the retarded or those with
disabilities. Communication
considered arc derived from
Test of Psycho linguistic Abili-
ties are described for the foi-
ls: listening akills or auditory
understanding materials pre-
ally or visual decoding; verbal
abilities or vocal encoding;

iression or motor encoding;
ociations or auditory vocal
; visual associations or visual
xiation; standard syntactical
ns and auditory closure or
Ical automatic process; audito-
or auditory vocal sequential

sual memory or visual motor
process: and visual closure.
ix contains a list of sources.

ABSTRACT 21088

Jan 70
!rle B. and Others
s of Four Programs of Class-
Tvention on the Intellectual
gage Development of 4-Year-
eantaged Children.

ED N.A.
19p.

chool programs; program evaluation; in-
tellectual development; language devel-
opment; visual perception; community
programs; multisensory learning: pro-
gram descriptions; Montessori Method
To evaluate the differential effects of
four preschool programs, pre- and post-
batteries of tests (Stanford-Binet 1960,
Illinois Test of Psycholinguktic Abilities
1961. and the Peabody Picture Vocabu-
lary Test) were administered to disadvan-
taged children involved in units of the
program. The programs were the tradi-
tional nursery school, a community inte-
grated system, a Montessori method pro-
gram, and a highly structured experimen-
tal program employing manipulative and
multisensory materials. The experimental
group made greater gains in TQ than any
of the other groups (749 gained more
than 10 points). The experimental group
also made significant gains superior to
the other groups in language develop-
ment and vocabulary comprehension.
with the traditional group the next clos-
est, and made more gains in visual per-
ception. The experimental program
seemed to indicate its greatest strength in
connecting cognitive development and
verbal expression through structured
learning situations. Tables of results are
included. (JM)

ABSTRACT 21089
EC 02 1089 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jan 70 10p.
Wight, Byron W. and Others
Cultural Deprivation: Operational
Definition in Terms of Language De-
velopment.
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry;
V40 N1 P77-86 Jan 1970
Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting
of the American Orthopsychiatric Asso-
ciation (New York, New York, 1969).
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; language develop-
ment; cognitive development; cognitive
ability; preschool children; research
needs; learning experience; environmen-
tal influences; vocabulary development

To investigate cultural deprivation in
terms of experience deficiencies and
deficiency in learning conditions, a group
of private kindergarten students and a
group from a public kindergarten in a
poverty area were compared as to food
identification ability. The children han-
dled each vegetable arta .. ere asked to
name it. Homolgoros .Smirnov tests re-
vealed significant differences (.05 level)
between the groups. The private group
named more vegetables and had seen,
eaten, and named more than the poverty
group. Even among vegetables that the
poverty group had seen and eaten, there
were many that could not be named. The
private group showed increasing naming
ability with age while the poverty group
did not. Indications are that the cultural-
ly daprived child is handicapped by ex-
perience but also by the unorganized
presentation of stimuli. Graphs indicate
results. (JM)

Goldman, Irwin J. and Others
Characteristics of Jobs field by Eco-
nomically Disadvantaged Youth.
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry:
V40 NI P97-105 Jan 1970
Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting
of the American Orthopsychiatric Asso-
ciation (New York, New York, 1969).
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
occupations; disadvantaged youth; em-
ployment opportunities; economically
disadvantaged; employment problems;
employment experience; employment
statistics; ethnic groups; unemployed
To increase knowledge of employment
experiences of disadvantaged youth in
order to effectively plan programs, job
histories of economically deprived youth

studied. The subjects were in-
volved with work training programs in
New York City and were interviewed
concerning the following areas: number
and duration of jobs, time unemployed,
occupational level, occupational field,
pay, source and location, employee's
evaluation of the job, form of termina-
tion, job characteristics, types of first
jobs, and the effects of ethnicity. In gen-
eral this group had relatively low _paying
jobs, long periods of unemployment, a
dislike for the type of work done, and
numerous job changes. When the job
source was a friend or relative the dura-
tion was longer, and subjects who began
work earlier seemed to work more often
in later life. Further and more specific
research is suggested to select those dif-
ferences important enough to modify
programs. (JM)

ABSTRACT 21117
EC 02 1117 ED 025 543
Publ. Date Apr 67 22p.
Sussman, Robert B.; Zimberg, Sheldon
Psychiatric Consultation with Public
Schools in an Underprivileged Neigh-
borhood.
EDRS mf,hc
Paper Presented at A Meeting of the
American Orthopsychiatric Association
(Washington, D. C.. April 22, 1967).
Descriptors: administrative problems;
conflict; consultation programs; counse-
lors; disadvantaged schools; disadvan-
taged youth; elementary schools; elemen-
tary school students; ghettos; group ther-
apy; psychiatrists; student attiudes; ex-
ceptional child services; Harlem (New
York City)
This paper deals with the experiences of
two psychiatric consultants at four public
elementary schools in the central Harlem
area of New York City. Administrative
conflicts resulted in the abandonment of
the consultation project at one school. in
the remaining three schools the consult-
ants provided help as specifically re-
quested by the school guidance counse-
lors. In one school the consultants super-
vised the guidance ciaunselor in conduct-
ing group therapy sessions with seven 9-
year-old children. In the other two the
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consultanu. conducted group discussions
with counselors and teachers. The results
of the project indicate that psychiatric
consultants can help the school staff to
cope with inappropriate attitudes and

with conflicts among themselves. (LB)

ABSTRACT 21181
EC 02 1181 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Dec 69 10p.

Sanzone. Jean F.
Two Approaches to the Teaching of
Auditory Discrimination to Culturally
Disadvantaged, Educable Mentally
Retarded Children: A Comparative
Study.
EDRS not available
Education and Training of the Mentally
Retarded; V4 N4 P158-67 Dec 1969

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; auditory discrimi-
nation; disadvantaged youth; educable
mentally handicapped; testing; language
development; speech therapists
A concentrated series of lessons in audi-
tory discrimination was taught in the
classroom to educable mentally retarded,
culturally disadvantaged children in Pi-
nellas County, Florida, public schools.
Classroom groups were given identical
lessons taught by speech correctionists
acting as language developmentalists and
regularly assigned teachers of exception-
al children. No significant differences
were found between gains in scores by
children taught by the speech correction-
ists and gains by children taught by the

regular classroom teacher. Significant
differences were noted, however, be-

tween each experimental group and the
control group. (Author)

ABSTRACT 21191
EC 02 1191 ED 028 450
Publ. Date Nov 68 72p.
Leshner, Saul S.; Snyderman, George S.
Educational and Vocational Rehabili-
tation of Disadvantaged Handicapped
Youth.
Jewish Employment and Vocational
Service, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Social and Rehabilitation Service
(DHEW), Washington, D. C.
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child services;
adjustment problems; disadvantaged
youth; employment opportunities; em-
ployment services; handicapped children;
low achievers; occupatioual therapy;
potential dropouts; vocational adjust-
ment; vocational counseling; youth em-
ployment; vocational rehabilitation
Some 276 handicapped and socially dis-
advantaged youth aged 16 to 18, who
were likely to drop out of high school,
received rehabilitation services from the

Philadelphia Jewish Employment and

Vocational Service (JEVS) and the
Board of Education. The services includ-
ed intense vocational and personal evalu-
ation, work adjustment training, individ-
ual and group counseling, remediation,
social services, job placement, follow-
up, and special instructions in academic

Disadvantaged Youth

subjects. In addition to the services ren-
dered by JEVS, and effort was made to
identify the intellectual, personality, and
cultural factors inhibiting adjustment to
on-going school instructional programs,
so that emphasis might be placed on
helping the disadvantaged handicapped
youth successfully accommodate to, and

succeed in, school or job. Some 122
(69.19) of the 276 youth were rehabili-
tated and helped to make a better adjust-
ment in school, or get and hold jobs in
the competitive labor market. (BP)

ABSTRACT 21198
EC 02 1198 ED 626 292
Publ. Date (66) 93p.

Fdelmann, Anne M.
A Pilot Study in Exploring the Use of
Mental Health Consultants to Teach-
ers of Socially and Emotionally Malad-
justed Pupils in Regular Classes.
Mental Health Association of Southeast
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia;
Philadelphia Public Schools, Pennsylvan-
ia
Samuel S. Fels Fund. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
behavior change; change agents; chang-
ing attitudes; consultation programs;
educational experiments; emotionally dis-
turbed; mental health programs; pilot
projects; questionnaires: regular class
placement; socially maladjusted; teacher
education; disadvantaged youth; Pennsyl-
vania; Philadelphia Public School System

A pilot study exploring the use of mental
health consultants to teachers of socially
and emotionally maladjusted pupils in
regular classes was conducted to help
eachers cope with these children and

facilitate successful learning experiences
for them, enable teachers to be more
effective with all children, understand
effects of curriculum and teaching meth-
ods on children, and develop further
methods for understanding and teaching
both the advantaged and the disadvan-
taged. Advantaged and disadvantaged
schools were selected; one of each was a
control school while the other six were
experimental schools. Involved were 59
teachers and over 2,000 children. Six
mental health consultants, assigned one
to each experimental school, met with
the same group of teachers weekly and

were available for individual confer-
ences. Pre- and postquestionnaires were
administered to every teacher and child
in the eight schools. Each consultant
kept a log of the 15 weekly sessions,
consultations, and classroom visits.
Results indicated that in the control
schools, where there were no consult-
ants, only negative behavioral and attitu-
dinal changes occurred, and that to the
extent that consultants and teachers to-
gether clearly defined the goals of their
meetings, there were positive changes in
teacher and student behavior. Included
are 26 recommendations and the ques-
tionnaires used. (Author/SG)

ABSTRACT 21264
EC 02 1264 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Mar 70 5p.

Kodman, Frank, Jr.
Effects of Preschool Enrichment on
Intellectual Performance of Appa-
lachian Children.
Exceptional Children: V36 N7 P603-7

Mar 1970
Descriptors: exceptional child research:

disadvantaged youth: enrichment pro-
grams; preschool programs; intellectual
development: intelligence differences

A 3 112 year study of the intellectual per-
formance of preschool Appalachian
children subjected to an enriched day
care program revealed marked improve-
ment in the children who received en-
richment. Significant gains in IQ scores
during the 3 year period of enriched day
care programing were shown for the 4
and 5 year old learning disadvantaged
children. A control group showed an
average loss of 6.45 IQ points during the
year prior to public school entry. No fur-
ther decrement or increment was noted
during 2 years of public school education
for these subjects. The overall results of
the study support the use of preschool
enrichment programing for disadvantaged
children on a longitudinal basis. (Author)

ABSTRACT 21290
EC 02 1290 ED 027 939
Publ. Date 68 115p.
Cawley, John F. and Others
An Appraisal of Head Start Partici-
pants and Non-Participants:
Expanded Considerations on Learning
Disabilities Among Disadvantaged
Children.
Connecticut University, Storrs, School
of Education
Office of Economic Opportunity, Wash-
ington, D. C.
EDRS mf,hc
OFO-4177
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
academic performance; comparative
analysis; compensatory education pro-
grams; culturally disadvantaged; individ-
ual differences; program evaluation; fac-
tor analysis; intervention; kindergarten;
longitudinal studies; mental development;
program effectiveness; student character-
istics; test reliability; p:eschool pro-
grams; Detroit Tests of Learning Apti-
tude; Head Start; Illinois Test of Psy-
cholinguistic Abilities; Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test; Stanford Binet
First grade children from two Head Start
(HS) groups and one non-Head Start
(NHS) group were administered a battery
of tests for the purposes of comparing
the developmental status of HS and
NHS subjects, examining patterns of
specific learning disabilities among HS
and NHS children, determining the sta-
bility coefficients of selected instruments,
and analyzing the predictive capabilities
and factoral structure of selected evalua-
tive instruments, Group one, the primary
Head Start sample, was composed of 54
disadvantaged children who had attended
a year-long preschool program and had



been tested during that time. Group two,
a secondary Head Start sample, consist-
ed of 77 disadvantaged clAldren who had
also attended a year-long program but
had not had testing experience. The
comparison group consisted of 78 non-
Head Start disadvantaged children.
Avaitanle data indicated that HS and
NHS children demonstrated no signifi-
cant differences in developmental charac-
teristics in kii.Jergarten. The comprehen-
sive testing in the first grade showed the
same trend: there were no significant
differences between children having par-
ticipated in HS and not having participat-
ed in HS in learning ability. The first
grade data alsc. showed that all of the
subjects in this study labored under seri-
ous learning disabilities. (WD)

ABSTRACT 21482
EC 07 1.192 ED 034 370
Publ. Date May 69 64p.
Thomas, /-'1exander
Retardation in Intellectual Develop-
ment of Lower-Class Puerto Rican
Children in New York City. Final
Report.
New York University, New York, Medi-
cal Center
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C., Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
EDRS mf,hc
OFG-5-0359-4-11-4

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
Puerto Ricans; disadvantaged youth:
family influence; academic achievement;
patent child relationship; parent role;
family environment; testing; behavior
patterns; bilingualism; testing problems;
evaluation methods; intelligence differ-
ences; cultural pluralism; educational
needs; reading achievement; parent atti-
tudes; intellectual development

To study the home environment of the
Puerto Rican as it relates to the child-
ren's academic achievement, 49 working
class families were interviewed and these
variables were investigated: achieve-
ment, classroom behavior inventory in
relation to academic achievement, the
erect of bilinguality on academic
a.:tisvement, the influence of examiner
testing style on the WISC perfoi mance,
and the stability and change in IQ of
Puerto Rican preschool children as com-
pared to white middle class children. The
results indicated that parents were great-
ly interested in multiple aspects of their
children's education, and although these
children were generally below the norm
in reading ability, the fault seemed to lie
not with home environment but with the
school. It was found that the behavior
inventory of the children with highest
reading levels was in the upper half of
the scoring range and those with the
lowest reading scores were in the lower
half. Bilingual children did not appear to
have a language development deficiency,
but examiner testing style did appear to
affect total score. Over a 3-year period,
the intellectual level of both Puerto Ri-
can and white middle class children tend-
ed to remain fairly stable. (JM)
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Wattenberg, William W.
Deviancy and the Disadvantaged.
FORS mf,hc
Paper Presented at !he Conference on
the Disadvantaged (University of Wis-
consin, Milwaukee, June 8-9, 1967).

Descriptors: behavior patterns; counsel-
ing: delinquents; disadvantaged youth;
economic disadvantagement; group be-
havior: group counseling; hostility; lower
class: middle class norm; neurologically
handicapped; rehabilitation; school envi-
ronment; social attitudes; social differ-
ences; socially deviant behavior: teacher
attitudes

This conference paper points out that
there are different patterns of social de-
viancy among the various socioeconomic
classes, and remedial treatment must
take this class differential into account.
For example, practitioners should be
aware that there is a greater incidence of
brain damage among children from im-
poverished families, and that lower-class
deviancy is more aggressive and blatant
than middle-class deviancy. Much of the
hostility of disadvantaged youth stems
from their subordinate, marginal role in
society. Since these youths tend to func-
tion best in groups, therapy or counsel-
ing Might be most effective in a group
situation. Moreover, in the remediation
process a preconceived notion of how
children should act serves a self-fulfilling
prcphecy arid hinders successful treat-
ment. Educators social practitioners
should have a specific undeYstanding of
the disadvantaged child and actively real-
ize that poverty contributes heavily to
the deviancy which exists among mem-
bers of the lower class. Reactions to this
conference paper are included. (DK)

ABSTRACT 21672
EC 02 1672 ED 021 894
Publ. Date May 66 109p.
Social Maladjustment: Behavior
Change and Education, Proceedings of
the Annual Invitational Conference on
Urban Education (Sth, May 3, 1966).
Yeshiva University, New York, New
York, Ferkauf Graduate School of Hu-
manities and Social Sciences
New York State Department of Mental
Hygiene, Albany
EDRS mf
Yeshiva University, Ferkauf Graduate
School, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York,
New York 10003 (52.50).

Descriptors: behavior change; behavior
problems; cogaive development; con-
ference reports; disadvantaged youth;
economic disadvantagement; social ad-
justment; urban education; urban envi-
ronment; delinquency

These proceedings contain four papers
and commentaries by scholars on the
problems of the socially disadvantaged
child in the urban school. The paper dis-
cusses cognitive development and psy-
chopathology in the urban environment,
an experimental approach to the reme-
diation of the conduct disorders of child-
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refl. juvenile delinquency in the urban
schools, and the effect of poverty on the
education of the urban child. The pro-
ceedings also contain lists of proceedings
of conferences on urban education held
at Yeshiva University and reports pub-
lished by the Ferkauf Graduate School
of the University. (LB)

ABSTRACT 01
EC 02 1701 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 69 8p.
Myers. Albert E.
An Analysis of a Work-Study Program
for Inner-City Pupils.
ELRS not available
Journal of Special Education; V3 NI
P37-44 Win-Spr 1969

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; work study pro-
grams; program evaluation; dropout pre-
vention; school holding power; academic
achievement; vocational adjustment;
Negroes. inner city
Potential dropouts from low income fam-
ilies. including 176 junior and 484 senior
high school students, were enrolled in a
work study plan for 1 year. Jobs were
generally menial and offered little learn-
ing of a trade. Although the participants'
school attendance and grade averages did
not improve, their dropout rate became
lower. Whites were given significantly
more favorable job ratings by supervi-
sors than were Negroes; in addition,
Negroes were more dissatisfied with their
jobs and saw themselves as having more
problems than whites. Job ratings of stu-
dents at one of the two senior high
schools participating were higher; these
students rated their program director
high and reported fewer problems. (LE)

ABSTRACT 21762
EC 02 1762 ED 035 141
Publ. Date 67 5Ip.
Hamblin, Robert L,; Buckholdt, Da, id
Structured Exchange and Child ;mod
Learning: Ghetto Children. ',Pogrom
Activity 12.
Central Midwestern Regional Education-
al Laboratory, Inc., St. Ann, Missouri
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS mf,hc
PR-2

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; low achievers;
ghettos; reinforcement; student improve-
ment; educational methods; peer teach-
ing; verbal development; reinforcers; in-
dividual development; program evalua-
tion; teacher role; Negro students; be-
havior theories; behavior change; case
studies (education); grade I; academic
achievement

Program descriptions are introduced by
theories of the reasons for the apprent
low IQ of many black ghetto children.
The theories are the genetic, the stimulus
deprivation, the expectation, and the
learning-exchange theory. Five experi
ments with ghetto underachievers are
described. The first was designed to use
token exchange in a remedial class with
good work completion resulting from the
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top e.,.-o-thirds of the class of 33. The
second experimental group showed
marked improvement in a delayed ex-
change, after-school program. Social
communication and increased verbaliza-
tion resulted in experiment three with
continuous token exchange being utilized
with four non-verbal children. Student-
peer tutoring in the fourth coupled with
immediate exchange produced good im-
provement, and the entire group showed
marked improvement in reading ability
and 10 at the end of the full year pro-
gram (experiment five). A case study and
tables of results are included. (1M)

ABSTRACT 21783
EC 02 1783 ED 034 908
Publ. Date Dec 69 85p.
Exceptional Children Conference Pa-
pers: Environmental Intiuencas in the
Early Education of Migrant and Dis-
advantaged Students.
Council for Exceptional Children, Arling-
ton, Virginia
EDRS mf,hc
Papers Presented at the Special Confer-
ence on Early Childhood Education,
New Orleans, Louisiana, Dec. 10-11,
1969.

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
environmental influences; disadvantaged
youth; migrant youth; early childhood
education; preschool children; learning
disabilities; day care services; parent
participation; cognitive development;
verbal ability; teaching methods; testing
problems; bilingual students; Mexican
Americans; vocational education; design
needs; conference reports
Conference papers on early childhood
education cover the following topics:
individual variation among preschoolers
in a cognitive intervention program in
low income families presented by Phyllis
Levenstein, programmatic research on
disadvantaged youth anl an ameliorai;ve
intervention program by Mei ie B.
Karnes and others, special education and
disadvantaged Mexican Americans by
Armando Rodriguez, disadvantaged mi-
grant students and remediation through
vocational education by William M.
Smith, remediation and practical ap-
proaches to learning disabilities of mi-
grant students by Aris niaz, and environ-
mental criteria for pi eschelol day care
facilities by Randolph L. Waligura and
M. Thompson. (RJ)

ABSTRACT 21813
EC 02 1813 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 70 8p.
Tarnopol, Lester
Delinquency and Minimal Brain Dys-
function.
EDRS not available
Journal of Learning Disabilities; V3 N4
P200-7 Apr 1970
Descriptors: exceptional child 7esearch;
delinquency; minimally brain injured;
learning disabilities; intelligence quotient;
culturally disadvantaged; minority groups

To determine if delinquent school dro-
pouts from minority group ghettos con-
tained a higher percentage of brain dys-

Disadvantaged Youth

function than the total population, 102
male subjects were studied. Full results
hate not yet been analyzed, but prelimi-
nary indications are that 39q- had signifi-
cant difference between verbal and per-
formance IQ scores; 589C were reading
below the sixth grade le, the mean
grade of dropout was ' 64% were
below sixth grade level or, .nderstanding
directions; and most of their visual mo-
tor problems were related to visual mo-
tor integration and motor coordination.
Early indications seem to support the
conclusion that the minority group has a
significant degree of minimal brain dam-
age related to learning disabilities. (JM)

ABSTRACT 21878
EC 02 1878 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 70 I 3p.
Scheinfeld, Daniel R. and Others
Parents' Values, Family Networks,
and Family Development: Working
with Disadvantaged Families.
EDRS not available
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry;
V40 N3 P413-25 Apr 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; family role: family
influence; preschool children: family
counseling

The paper reports and evaluates a strate-
gy for working with disadvantaged fami-
lies whose preschool children are show-
ing signs of slow development. Parents
are first interviewed concerr ing their
child-rearing values. A series of concrete
activities cor..mensurate with the par-
ents' own value system are then intro-
duced into family life. Through this proc-
ess new kinds of exchanges develop
within the family and parerrs' ideas con-
cerning child-rearing become more devel-
opmental. Parents are ther. enlisted o,
help develop other families within their
social network. The open.ended inter-
view schedule is included in the paper.
(Author)

ABSTRACT 22001
EC 02 2001 ED 036 014
Publ. Date 69 373p.
Roucek, Joseph S., Ed.
The Slow Learner.
EDRS not available
Philosophical Library, Inc., 15 East 40th
Street, New York, New York 10016

($10.00).

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
slow learners; teaching methods; learning
difficulties; programed instruction; Eng-
lish; social studies; sciences; rnatnemat-
ics; counseling; spelling; retarded read-
ers; preschool programs; dropouts; un-
derachievement; gifted; disadvantaged
youth; Negroes; motivation; social influ-
ences; minority groups; economic disad-
van tagernent

Papers on the slow learner treat physical
defects and learning abilities, social and
economic background as an obstacle to
learning, the . causes of dropouts and
lapses in study; and the limitations and
potential of the ungifted. The contribu-
tion interest in the slow learner 1ms made
to education is discussed; also discussed
are problems of the socially unmotivat-
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ed. the slow gifted, the racially deprived.
and the black. Further papers consider
the slow learner and school counseling.
Head Start and other preschool enrich-
ment programs. English, social studies.
science teaching, mathematics, pro-
gramed instruction, reading, and spelling.
A selected bibliography of books and
periodical articles is provided on each of
the above areas. (ID)

ABSTRACT 22085
EC 02 2065 ED 034 812
Publ. Date Oct 66 110p.
An Evaluation of the Foster Grandpar-
ent Program.
Greenleigh Associates, Inc., New York,
New York
Office of Economic Opportunity, Wash=
ington, D. C.
EDRS mf ,hc

Descriptors: disadvantaged youth; ad-
ministrative organization; child welfare;
community relations; emotional adjust-
ment; employment opportunities; foster
family; handicapped children; institution-
al environment; older adults; parent role;
poverty programs; social influences: pro-
gram evaluations; Foster Grandparent
Program

Rr^orted is an evaluation of an innova-
tive program funded by the Federal
Government to simultaneously provide
grandparents for dependent, neglected,
and emotionally disturbed children insti-
tutionalized in hospitals, various child
welfare agencies, and institutions for the
retarded, and employment for the aged.
In overall impact, the program demon-
strated its viability as an effective instru-
ment in reducing poverty among the poor
by raising them above poverty income
level, providing a new and needed role
for the aged, and gaining acceptance as a
feasible part of the total programs of the
varied types of institutions. The principal
recommendation is that of the need to
expand the program on a large scale to
provide employment for older people.
Other findings comprehensively cover
organizational structure: orientation of
local projects; functions of local agen-
cies; recruitment, screening, selection,
training, and supervision of foster grand:
parents; referral of applicants; cost and
time factors; pay scales; personnel poli-
cies; community relationships; new roles
for the aged; and the need for long term
evaluation studies. (RJ)

ABSTRACT 22068
EC 02 2068 ED 034 805
Publ. Date 67 9p.
Feshback, Seymour and Others
Empirical Evaluation of a Program for
the Remediation of Learning Disabili-
ties in Culturally Disadvantaged
Youth: Some Issues and Data.
California Unive:.sity, Los Angeles,
Department of Psychology
California State Office of Compensatory
Education, Sacramento
EDRS mf,he
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
academic achievement; disadvantaged
youth; educational testing; elementary
school students; individual instruction;
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junior high school students; learning dis-
abilities; middle class; motivation; pro-
gram -valuation; Fernald School; Uni-
versity of California
The University of California, Los Ange-
les. Fernald School project was designed
to evaluate the impact of an intensive,
individualized remedial program upon the
learning skills of disadvantaged children.
In addition to the focus on learning
skills, aspiration levels and self-attitudes,
a second objective was to compare learn-
ing problems of disadvantaged and mid-
dle-class students. The subjects were
elementary and junior high students, who
were placed in both summer school and
full-year programs. The full-year pl.:-
gram group at junior high level showed
the most improvement. These initial find-
ings indicated that disadvantaged child-
ren with learning problems were respon-
sive to individualized instruction pro-
grams. Data also showed that misbehav-
ior, poor attendance and unsustained
effort are reflective of avoidance motiva-
tion rather than a lack of interest in and
concern about academic achievement.
(KG)

ABSTRACT 22078
EC 02 2078 ED 034 238
Publ. Date Aug 69 115p
Feshback, Seymour and Others
A Training, Demonstration, and Re-
search Program for the Remediation
of Learning Disorders in Culturally
Disadvantaged Youth. (In 2 parts.)
Prial Report.
California University, Los Angeles,
Department of Psychology
California State Department of Educa-
tion, Sacramento, Office of Compensato-
ry Education
EDRS mf,hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
academically handicapped; culturally dis-
advantaged; disadvat.taged youth; ele-
mentary school students; individualized
programs; inservice teacher education;
instructional materials; junior high chool
students; learning disabilities; program
descriptions; remedial instruction; pro-
gram evaluation

The stated goal of the pioject was to
accomplish two broad objectives: to give
educators an opportunity to observe and
work with culturally disadvantaged child-
ren with learning disabilities, and to eval-
uate the impact of an individualized rem-
edial program for these children. The
report describes and discusses project-
related activities and the implications
which may be derived from these experi-
ences and empirical findings, and consti-
tutes a final statement on the first phase
of the project. The first part presents the
demonstration and training facets, which
focuses on efforts to provide individual-
ized instruction in special classroom set-
tings and describes the next phase of the
project which will incorporate demon-
stration, training, and research activities
directly in the general public school
classrooms. Also included are appendix-
es on creative writing, the student as
teacher, videotape recorders, and other
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programs utilizing closed circuit televi-
sion. (Author/KJ)

ABSTRACT 22080
EC 02 2080 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 70 16p.
Smith, Benjamin F.
A Further Look at Manifest Anxiety of
Urban Junior High School Students.
EDRS not available
Journal of Secondary Edecation; V45 N2
P66-81 Feb 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; junior high school
students; urban schools; environmer Tal
influences; grade 8; anxiety; sex dill cr-
ences: racial differences; socioeconomic
status; socioeconomic influences; Ne-
groes; Caucasians; psychological charac-
teristics; California Personality Inventory

Designed to study the influence of envi-
ronment upon the psychological charac-
teristics of junior high school students,
this study administered The California
Personality Inventory and a sccioecon-
omic questionnaire to eighth grade stu-
dents. Results of analysis of data indi-
cate that cultural experiences differen-
tially influence persona:ity characteris-
tics. Additional findings were: the Negro
child is lacking in social skills and con-
fidence, is handicapped by internal con-
flict and pressures, is unhappy, and ex-
periences excessive difficulty in control-
ling his social relationships. Both white
and Negro low class groups of boys ap-
peared impulsive, immature, and aca-
demically sluggish. Additional findings on
characteristics of race, socio-economic
status, and sex are included. (MS)

ABSTRACT 22081
FC 02 2081 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 70 13p.
Glasman, Naftaly S.
Teachers' Low Expectation Levels of
Their Culturally Different Students: A
View from Administration.
EDRS not available
Journal of Secondary Education; V45 N2
P82-94 Feb 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child researc
disadvantaged youth; expectation; re-
search needs; inservice teacher educa-
tion; teachecs; interviews; minority
groups; Mexican Americans; Negroes;
educational problems; teacher attitudes;
teacher orientation

In order to determine and examine views
of teachers about solutions having a high
potential for success in overcoming prob-
lems resulting from teachers low expec-
tation levels of culturally different stu-
dents, 36 teachers working primarily with
Mexican American or Negro students
from elementary through secondary lev-
els were interviewed. Teachers' views
are presented on aspects such as:
sources of educational deprivation, proc-
ess of formulation of xpectation level,
problems resulting directly-from expecta-
tion levels, and suggestions for avoiding
or solving these problems.
Recommendations for action which

might help overcome some of the pra..)-
lems include suggestions for further in-
vestigations and for inset-% ice training.
(MS)
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EC 02 2096 ED 034 237
Publ. Date Aug 69 174p.
Feshbach, Seymour and Others
A Training, Demonstration and Re-
search Program for the Remediation
of Learning Disorders in Culturally
Disadvantaged Youth. (In 2 parts.)
Final Report.
California University, Los Angeles.
Department of Psychology
California State Department of Educa-
tion, Sacramento. Office of Compensato-
ry Education
EDRS mf.hc
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
academically handicapped: achievement:
achievement gains; behavior; cognitive
processes; cultural disadvantagement;
elementary school students; junior high
school students; learning disabilities;
motivation; remedial programs

This project fovuses on the empirical
findings regarding achievement, cogni-
tive, motivational, and behavioral simi-
larities and differences between the cul-
turally disadvantaged and the more ad-
vantaged with learning disabilities, be-
fore and after remediation, as well as the
changes which accrued from the remedi-
al programs; and discussion of the impli-
cations of these findings for some of the
basic issues relevant to educating the
disadvantaged and the educationally
handicapped. The major findings may be
summarized as indicating that, under
appropriate conditions, the disadvan-
taged students learned and performed as
effectively as their advani.Aged counter-
parts with learning disabilities, and mani-
fested similar basic attitudes concerning
the value of education. Taken as a
whole, the study is seen as providing
evidence in support of the favorable
consequences of integration for disad-
vantaged youngsters and of comprehen-
sive education programs, as contrasted
with piecemeal efforts. (Author/KJ)

ABSTRACT 22111
EC 02 2111 ED 023 451
Publ. Date (67) 95p.
A Study of Visual Percept:ons in Early
Childhood.
Western New Mexico University. Silver
City
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
culturally disadvantaged; American Indi-
ans; conservation (concept); visual per-
ception; cultural factors; ethnic groups;
Mexican Americans; perception tests
perceptual development; preschool pro-
grams; rural youth; sensory training; vL-
ually handicapped; Frostig Visual Per-
ceptions Test; Project Head Start
Over a period of three years a group of
510 rural children participated in a study
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of visual perceptions, including eye mo-
tor coordination, dis . ernment of figures
in a ground pattern, form constancy,
position in space, and spatial relations,
as measured by the Frostig Visual Per-
ceptions Test. Visual perceptions of
Clildren of other cultures v.ere compared

.1 those of children of the dominant
.Anglo-Saxon culture. The relationship of
visual perceptions to cultural deprivat:on
was also studied. The development of
children's visual perceptions over a peri-
od of 18 to 25 months and the effective-
ness of various types of programs in
improving a child's visual perceptions
were investigated. Results of testing
showed that all rural children scored low
in form constancy. Culturally deprived
children scored lower in all perceptions,
but visual perception handi, s were
sometimes as great as eight times that of
control group children. The value of the
Frostig developmental training program
was demonstrated. Pupil progress, was
retained for at least one academic year.
The study concludes that visual percep-
tion handicaps result from cultural depri-
vation rather than from participation in a
nondominant culture. Implications are
that rural children would benefit from
form constancy training during their first
year at school. (MS)

ABSTRACT 22131
EC 02 2131 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 70 7p.
Grothberg, Edith H.
Neurological Aspects of Learning Disa-
bilities: A Case for the Disadvantaged.
EDRS not available
Journal of Learning Disabilities; V3 N6
P321-7 Jun 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
learning disabilities; neurological defects;
socioeconomic influences; nutrition; clas-
sification; disadvantaged youth

While we tend to agree that learning dis-
abilities include neurological factors , we
do not understand the relationships of
these symptoms to different socio-eco-
homic groups, nor to various nutrition
components. The result is a neglect of
low-income children who demonstrate
the symptoms of learning disabilities but
have symptoms confounding the diagno-
sis. Similar materials, however, produce
desired results both for advantaged and
disadvantaged children regardless of the
source of the learning disability. (Author)

ABSTRACT 22235
EC 02 2235 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 69 7p.

Husaini, Baqar A.
An Evaluation of Nursery School Ex-
periences in a Project for Emotionally
Disturbed Children.
EDRS not available
Journal of Experimental Education; V38

N2 P59-65 Win 1969
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
culturally disadvantaged; preschool child-
ren; nursery schools; preschool educa-
tion; preschool curriculum; intellectual
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development; mental development; pro-
gram evaluation; Californ;a Test of Men-
tal Maturity
The effectiveness of nursery school ex-
periences for culturally deprived pres-
chool siblings of emotionally disturbed
children in a special program were stud-
ied in a two-year project. Three experi-
mental groups (with varying amounts of
nursery experience) and two control
groups were tested with the California
Test of Mental Maturity. Results showed
that the rnid project experimental group
(four months of nursery experience)
were significantly (beyond .05 level) su-
perior in language IQ, nonlanguage IQ,
and total IQ than the preproject and post
project control groups. Significant gains
(beyond .05 level) occurred in two test
factors: logical reasoning and verbal
concepts. The post project experimental
group (nine months of nursery experi-
ence) scored significantly (beyond .05
level) better in all three IQ measures and
all four test factors (logical reasoning,
numerical reasoning, verbal concepts,
and memory) than the preproject control
group. The post project experimental
group gained significantly (beyond .05
leval) in language IQ and total IQ and
test factors of numerical reasoning,
memory, and verbal concepts compared
to the post project control group. No
significant differences were found be-
tween midproject experimental and post
project experimental groups.
Implications point to nursery school pro-
grams for culturally deprived children,
varying according to individual children's
needs and centering on factors develop-
ing verbal and nonverbal skills. (MS)

ABSTRACT 22335
EC 02 2335 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 70 3p.
Clary, Doris H.
Music and Dance for the Disadvan-
taged.
EDRS not available
Education Digest; V35 N8 P50-2 Apr
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; primary grades;
music activities; music techniques;
dance; educational strategies

The suggestion is made that the disad-
vantaged student requires a great deal
more stimulation in the learning process
than the normal student. The discussion
concerns a teacher's successful experi-
ence in teaching general subjects through
the media of music and dance, and in-
cludes some of her techniques with var-
ious subject matter. (JM)

ABSTRACT 22343
EC 02 2343 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jan 70 9p.
Johnson, Kenneth R.
The Culturally DisadvantagedSlow
Learners or Different Learners?
EDRS not available
Journal of Secondary Education; V45 NI
P43-7 Jan 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; educational needs;
educational problems; definitions

The terms cultural and disadvantaged are
defined, producing a definition of cultur-
ally disadvantaged as having a way of
life which is a disadvantage when func-
tioning in the dominant culture.
Education for the disadvantaged is ex-
plored with attention to student needs
and the necessity of curriculum change.
(RJ)

ABSTRACT 22369
EC 02 2369 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Aug 67 12p.
Raph, Jane Beasley
Language and Speech Deficits in Cul-
turally Disadvantaged Children:
Implications for the Speech Clinician.
EDRS not available
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor

ders; V32 N3 P203-14 Aug 1967

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; language develop-
ment; language patterns; speech therapy;
preschool learning; speech habits; /an-
gua:ge programs; teaching methods

The nature of language and speech defi-
cits in culturally disadvantaged children
is considered and the following are dis-
cussed: the importance of early years for
learning, the role of the speech clinician,
and new approaches to the development
of language. (JD)

ABSTRACT 22382
EC 02 2382 Er N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 70 3p.
Lippman, Leopold
Deviancy: A Different Look.
EDRS not available
Mental Retardation; V8 N3 P6-8
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child education.
mentally handicapped; culturally disao
vantaged; racial -,ttitudes; Negro educa-
tion; minority groups; educational needs

It is described that early in the 1960's.
national concern for the mentally retard-
ed was high, while more recently the
blacks and the Spanish-speaking have
commanded public attention. The author
here suggests there are basic sirnilarities
among these minorities, and that their
problems are in some degte the result
of society's attitudes and actions toward
them, rather than any quality inherent in
these individuals. (Author)
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Ducker, Sam
Speech Therapy for Disadvantaged
Pupils In Non-Public Schools.
Evaluation of ESEA Title I Projects In
New York City, 1967-68.
Center for Urban Education, New York,
New York, Educational Research Comit-
tee
New York City Board of Education,
Brooklyn, New York
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
educationally disadvantaged; inservice
teacher education; parent participation;
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speech evaluation; speech handicapped;
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speech improvement; speech therapy;
program evaluation; Elementary and
Secondary Education Act Title I; New
York City
The New York City school district edu-
catnal project was designed to provide
speech therapy for educationally disad-
vantaged pupils with severely defective
speech who were in atendance in non-
public schools. The speech therapy was
provided by 42 teachers for 7,385 child-
ren. Participants met for one-half hour in
small therapy groups. The project ran
from September 1967 to June 1968, with
speech instruction beginning in October.
The inservice training of the corrective
speech teachers was useful and effective.
,ron-public school teachers, administra-
tors, and parents were satisfactorily in-
formed of and involved in the project.
Those pupils whose records were exam-
ined in detail did show improvement in
speech patterns, although the physical
space in which the therapy was carried
on was often inadequate and inappro-
priate. For a report on the 1966-67 pro-
ject, see ED 026 756. (EM)
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Allen, Richard C.
Legal Rights of the Disabled and Dis-
advantaged.
National Citizens Conference on Reha-
bilitation of the Disabled and Disadvan-
taged, Washington, D. C.
Social and Rehabilitation Service
(DHEW), Washington, D. C.
EDRS mf
Superintendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 20402 (50.50).

Descriptors: disadvantaged groups; hand-
icapped; civil liberties; civil rights; laws;
legislation; legal problems; mentally
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cally disadvantaged; socially disadvan-
taged; prisoners; services; rehabilitation

The movement of the disabled and disad-
vantaged from charity to rights is de-
scribed, and laws defining and applying
to these individuals are reviewed.
Specific attention is given to the socially
and economically disadvantaged, includ-
ing minority ethnic groups, the offender,
and the poor, and to the mentally and
physically disabled, including the mental-
ly retarded, the mentally ill, alcoholics
and drug addicts, the physically handi-
capped, and the aged. Legal rights of all
the disabled and disadvantaged are sur-
veyed and general principles, specific
needs, and suggestions for implementa-
tion are presented. (JD)

ABSTRACT 22592
EC 02 2592 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 68 5p.
Larson, Charlotte E.
Educational Procedures for the Per-
ceptually Handicapped.
EDRS not available
Journal of the Association for the Study
of Perception; V3 N2 P2-6 Fall 1968
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Paper Presented at the Fall Conference
of the Association for the Study of Per-
ception (Illinois Beach State Park, Octo-
ber 25-26. 1968).

Descriptors: exceptional child edie:ation;
perceptually, handicapped; tIvantaged
youth; learning disabilities; minimally
brain injured; teaching methods; emo-
tionally disturbed
Characteristics of three types of percep-
tually handicapped students are dis-
cussed: disadvantaged youth, learning
disabilities or minimally brain injured,
and emotionally disturbed. The eduta-
tional program for the disadvantaged is
described including testing and teaching
programs. Teaching methods for the
learning disability children are discussed
including self contained classrooms, the
itinerant or tutorial program, and the
resource room. The program for the
emotionally disturbed is noted. (MS)
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EC 02 2603 ED N.A.
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Carter, Thomas P.
Mexican Americans in School: A His-
tory of Educational Neglect.
EDRS not available
College Entrance Examination Board.
475 Riverside Drive, New York, New
York 10027 (54.00).

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; Mexican Ameri-
cans; cultural differences; school role;
school community relationship; minority
groups; community attitudes; sterotypes;
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factors; culturally disadvantaged
The role of the school in Mexican Amer-
ican life is analyzed, based on extensive
interviews with educators and visits to
schools and special projects in the
Southwest. Data are presented to docu-
ment the low academic achievement and
poor participation in schools of Mexican
Americans. Three interrelated variables
which influence their measure of success
in school are examined at length. The
effects of the Mexican American subcul-
ture are detailed, including the stereo-
type of the subculture held by many
educators. Secondly, discriminatory
school practices, policies of cultural ex-
clusion. rigid or irrelevant curricula, and
perpetuation of teachers' biases are
shown to affect student performance.
Also discussed is the influence of the
Mexican American community social
system on perceptions of the school and
education. Suggested special school pro-
grams for Mexican American children
include remedial and corrective pro-
grams; improved equipment, facilities,
staff, and work-study programs; and pro-
grams to effect change in the areas of
inservice teacher education, de facto
segregation, the role of the school in the
community, and the use of bilingual
schools. A bibliography is included.
(KW)

ABSTRACT 22627
EC 02 2627 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Mar 70 5p.
Arnold, Richard D.; Wist, Anne H.
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Auditory Discrimination Abilities of
Disadvantaged Anglo- and Mexican-
American Children.
EDRS not available
Elea-ternary School Journal; V70 N6
P295-9 Mar 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
auditory discrimination; auditory tests:
Mexican Americans; phonemics; disad-
vantaged youth; Anglo Americans

To study differences in auditory discrimi-
nation between Anglo-American and
Mexican-American children a test of
phonemic discriminations was devised
and pilot tested. Ninety disadvantaged
Anglo-American children and 93 disad-
vantaged Mexican-American children in
three age groups (6-6 to 7-5, 7-6 to 8-5, 8-
6 to 9-5) were individually tested using a
tape recorder Forty work pairs in three
scales were used--the Mexican-American
Scale, the Anglo-American Scale, and
the Control Scale. Results showed all
forty items had positive coefficients of
correlation. Reliability coefficients were:
.81 for both the Mexican-American Scale
and the Anglo-American Scale and .31
for the Control Scale. On the Mexican-
American Scale the mean error scores
for Anglo-Americans were significantly
lower (p less than .01) than the scores
for the Mexican-Americans. On the An-
glo-American Scale, mean scores for the
Anglo-Americans were also lower (st9-
tistically significant at p less than .01 for
the older two groups). Limitations of the
study were cited as cross validation, lim-
ited size of sample, and lack of replica-
tion. It was noted that Mexican-Ameri-
can disadvantaged children need practice
in auditory discrimination and in reprod-
ucing unfamiliar sounds. (MS)

ABSTRACT 22691
EC 02 2691 ED N.A
Publ. Date May 70 6p.
Garber. Michael and Others
The Ghetto as a Source of Foster
Homes.
EDRS not available
Child Welfare; V49 N5 P246-51 May
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
disadvantaged youth; foster children;
minority groups: foster homes; child wel-
fare; ghettos; Puerto Ricans; child care
A child care agency instituted a program
to recruit foster homes in a ghetto area
(primarily Puerto Rican) for minority
group exceptional children. The screen-
ing process for applicants was conducted
by an interdisciplinary team (two of the
three persons were Latin American) and
consisted of several steps: office inter-
view with the wife, conference among
the team members, home visit with the
family, and another screening conference
with the psychiatric consultant. Training
groups of four couples each, then met
periodically with the group worker (psy-
chologist). A child was matched with
each family. Of the 93 applicants the first
year, 20 families were finally accepted
for placement, and 10 were awaiting
training. During the first year, no crisis
or family request caused a child to be
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removed friar.] a foiter home; no emer-
gency service was required; children re-
acted positively (modification of behavior
and ego-integrating adaptation were ob-
served). (KW)

ABSTRACT 22789
EC 02 2789 ED 022 833
Publ. Date Aug 67 I 24p.
Report on the Study of the Feasibility
of Developing a Model Demonstration
School for Educationally Disadvan-
taged Youth, Volume I.
Montgomery County Public Schools,
Rockville. Maryland
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.. Bureau of Elementary and
Secondary Education
EDRS mf,hc
OEG-2-000476-0267
BR-476

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
educational needs; handicapped children;
statistical surveys; program planning;
validity; check lists; identification; inter-
vention; community agencies (public);
emotionally disturbed; professional edu-
cation; paraprofessional personnel; edu-
cational coordination; vocational educa-
tion; special services; parent counseling;
student transportation; dropout research;
pregnancy; Elementary and Secondary
Education Act Title III; Montgomery
County (Maryland)
To determine the need of educationally
disadvantaged children for 3 model dem-
onstration school, state and local reports
were reviewed along with testimony be-
fore the Governor's Commission on the
educational needs of handicapped child-
ren. In addition, inventories were taken
of the incidence and nature of the needs
of children in public sheenl and of handi-
capped children not in public school.
Community agencies were surveyed and
their recommendations analyzed.
Findings synethesized from the above
studies yielded recommendations con-
cerning early diagnosis and intervention,
emotionally handicapped adolescents,
staff development, coordination, voca-
tional training, allocation of services,
parent counseling, transportation for
special programs, school withdrawal,
adolescent mothers, and validation of the
inventory of student needs. Project im-
plementation is also described. (JD)

ABSTRACT 22792
EC 02 7792 ED 010 118
Publ. Date 66 I 39p.
Green. Robert L. and Others
The Educational Status of Children
During the First School Year, Follow-
ing Four Years of Little or No School-
ing.
Michigan State University. College of
Education, East Lansing
EDRS mf.hc
CRP-2498
BR-5-0329

Descriptors: educational disadvantage-
ment: educationally disadvantaged; edu-
cational status comparison; Negro stu-
dents; achievement gains; school closing:

Disadyantaged Youth

disadvantaged youth; educational atti-
tudes; occupational attitudes: intellectual
development; occupational choice; aspi-
ration; self concept; academic achieve-
ment; age differences; Prince Edward
County (Virginia)
Following a 4-year closure period, stand-
ard cognitive and noncognitive measures
were obtained on a significantly large
group of Negro children before and aftzr
an l8-month r eriod of resumed forrr al
schooling in Pra,..;e Edward County, ir-
ginia. Samples of students completing
some formal education during the closure
period and others having no education
during this period vk ere used to deter-
mine the variable impact of resumed
formal schooling on their intellectual
development, achievement leels. aspira-
tions, self-concept, and attitudes toward
school. Although data analysis showed
general improvement in measured intel-
ligence among the subjects after formal
schooling was resumed only those child-
ren who were totally deprived of formal
edu,:ation during the period of school
closure exhibited significant gains; also
totally deprived students made the great-
est positive change in educational and
occupational aspirations. Younger age
groups were closer to national achieve-
ment norms than their older counterparts
after schooling resumed. It was thus
suggested that educational deficiencies
among disadvantaged groups can possi-
bly be reversed if sufficient resources,
curriculum innovations, and competent
teaching are obtained and administered
properly. (JH)

ABSTRACT 22798
EC 02 7798 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 70 9p.
Bruininks, Robert H. and Others
Psycholinguistic Abilities of Good and
Poor Reading Disadvantaged First-
Graders
EDRS not available
Elementary School Journal; V70 N7
P378-86 Apr 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
disadvantaged youth; grade 1; psycholin-
guistics; reading ability; initial teaching
alphabet; reading instruction
A group of 10 good readers and 10 poor
readers taught to read by traditional or-
thography and 11 good readers and 11
poor readers taught to read by the initial
teaching alphabet were given the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities toward
the end of first grade. Subtest scores of
the good and poor readers in each read-
ing approach group were compared sta-
tistically. In the group who learned to
read in the initial teaching alphabet poor
readers were significantly inferior to
good readers on auditory decoding, audi-
tory-vocal association, auditory-vocal
automatic, and auditory-vocal sequencing
subtests (all p less than .05). In the group
who learned to read by traditional or-
thography poor readers were significantly
inferior to good readers on auditory-vo-
cal association and visual motor associa-
tion subtests (both p less than .05). Total
language performance of poor readers
was significantly inferior to that of good
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readers for both reading approaches.
Findings suggest that auditory perception
and language training should be incorpo-
rated into the reading readiness program
of disadvantaged first graders with audi-
tory deficits. (MS)

ABSTRACT 23002
EC 02 3007 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Aug 70 23p.
Staats, Arthur W. and Others
A Token-Reinforcement Remedial
Reading Program Administered by
Black Therapy-Technicians to Prob-
lem Black Children.
EDRS not available
Behavior Therapy, VI N3 P33I-353 Aug
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
disadvantaged youth; remedial reading
programs; reinforcement; paraprofes-
sional school personnel; behavior
change; teaching methods; motivation
techniques
Thirty-two black ghetto children, consi-
dered problem leari,rs. were studied in
a four-to-five month experimental reme-
dial program supervised by black subpro-
fessional therapy-technicians under the
direction of a behaviorally trained teach-
er. Reading materials in a stimolus-re-
sponse presentation procedure were
combined with a token reinforcement
system of mc;ivation. Detailed records
were kept of each child's responses, the
reinforcers received, and the words
learned and retained, and test data was
also used to evaluate results. Results
showed that the procedures and rein-
forcement system used were effective in
producing better attention and work be-
havior in the students and in the utiliza-
tion and upgrading of unemployed black
adults, although longer, more exte,,sive
programs are suggested to remediate tong
standing cases of educational failure, and
to contribute to the solving of social as
well as learning problems. (KW)

ABSTRACT 23005
EC 02 3005 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 67 I64p.
Cheyney, Arnold B.
Teaching Culturally Disadvantaged in
the Elementary School.
EDRS not available
Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., r100
Alum Creek Drive. Columbus, Ohio
43216.

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; c !turally disadvan-
taged; elementary school students; teach-
ing methods: language patterns; language
instruction; reading instruction; teacher
characteristics; speech instruction

A book on educating tl'e culturally disad-
vantaged is aimed at helping elementary
school teachers become aware of the
underlying positives of the disadvantaged
child which can be used as a foundation
for instructional method. Theory and
practice. emphasizing language develop-
ment, are presented. Many illustrative
examples are given. Potentialities and
problems facing chi:dren and :eachers in
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culturally disadvantaged areas are dis-
cussed in terms of definitions, descrip-
tions, attitudes. aod behavior. A lan-
guage development approach is discussed
in terms of language development (dia-
lects and language differences), receptive
skills (reading, children's literature, and
listening), and expressive skills (speaking
and writing). An appendix is composed
of teachers' quotations on various as-
pects of teaching the culturally disadvan-
taged. (KW)

ABSTRACT 23049
EC 02 3049 ED N.A.
Publ. Dete Aug 70 4p.
Bensen.J. F. and Others
Prevention, Not Remediation of Infant
Learning Deficits.
EDRS not available
Journal of Li.arning Disabilities; V3 N8
P396-9 Aug 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
learning disabilities; infants; culturally
disadvantaged; preschool learning; pre-
vention; parent education
Studies related to the fact thrt many cul-
turally deprived children enter school
with learning deficiencies are discussed.
Suggested is a way to prevent learning
disabilities through a program in the
schools designed to train the parent-to-be
how to teach his children from infancy.
A condensed syllabus is included.
(Author)

ABSTRACT 23153
EC. 02 3153 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 9p.
Willerman. Lee and Others
Infant Development, Preschool IQ,
and Social Class.
EDRS not available
Child Development; V41 NI P69-77 Mar
1970
Paper Presented at the Biennial Meeting
of the Society for Research in Child
Development (Santa Monica, California,
March 25-9, 1969).

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; mentally handi-
capped; socioeconomic status; mental
development; environmental influences.
intelligence quotient; socioeconomic in-
fluences; infants; early childhood
To compare infant developmental stoats
to later IQ in children of different socioe-
conomic status (SES), 3037 white child-
ren were administered the Collaborative
Research Form of the Bayley Scales of
Mental and Motor Developolent at the
age of eight months, and the abbreviated

ersion of the Stanford-L:::-t Intelligence
Scale, Form L-M, at four years. A so-
cioeconomic index was devised to assess
the SES of the subjects. In infants adv-
anced at eight months, the number of
IQs less than 80 at age four was unrelat-
ed to SES. but among infants retarded at
eight months, SES was related to later
low IQ. Retarded infants were seven
time; lilac likely to have IQ less than 80
.11 age fe'tr if they had low SES than if
they hp Nigh SES. It appeared that re-
:al Jed lov. SES infants are more vulner-
able to adverse environmental influences,
while advanced infant development can
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lessen the occurrence of low IQ among
low SES individuals Among high SFS
groups, it appears that the infant test is a
poorer predictor of later IQ. (KW)

ABSTRACT 23163
EC 02 3163 ED 039 382
Publ. Date Apr 70 40p.
Stimulating the Environment for Dis-
advantaged and Minority Group
Children. Papers Presented at the
Annual International Convention of
the Council for Exceptional Children
(48th, Chicago, Illinois, April 19-25,
1970).
Council for Exceptional Children. Arling-
ton, Virginia
EDRS mf,hc
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
disadvantaged youth; minority group
children; educational improvement: en-
richment; talent development; self con-
cept; Negro youth; urban education;
conference reports; educational methods
Included in the report of the convention
of the Council for Exceptional Children,
1970, are speeches on the disadvantaged
and minority groups. Discussed are the
positive influence on self concept of the
new black image by Octavia B. Knight,
the special needs of black students by
Winifred Tillery, and new programs for
talent retrieval in urban centers by E.
Jean Thom. Additional papers concern
new ways to retrieve talent by JoAhn
Brown and the rise and fall of the Lin-
coln School by Marvin J. Gold..(314)

ABSTRACT 23240
EC 02 3240 ED 010 289
Publ. Date 65 237p.
Blatt, Burton; Garfunkel, Frank
A Field Demonstration of the Effects of
Non-Automated Responsive Environ-
ments on the Intellectual and Social
Competence of Educable Mentally
Retarded Children.
Boston University, Massachusetts,
School of Education
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS mf,hc
CRP-D-014
BR-5-0363

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; preschool child-
ren; environmental influences; disadvan-
taged youth; educable mentally handi-
capped; preschool education; demonstra-
tion projects; academic abilities; social
development; reinforcement; socioecon-
ornic status; cognitive development; cog-
nitive processes; academic achievement;
program evaluation

A preschool program with children of
low socioeconomic status was conducted
to enhance their educability. The 74 sub-
jects were randomly assigned to one con-
trol and two experimental groups.
Provisions were made for an optimal
nursery school environment by helping
children to function socially in a group,
participate in experiences designed to
arouse curiosity, and train for acquisition
of academic skills. Instruments employed
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over the 3-year program evaluated cogni-
tive abilities including aptitide. achieve-
ment, and language; the noncognitive.
including personality and social develop-
ment: and environmental factors, includ-
ing home and family. The groups were
no different at the conclusion of the
study than they were at the beginning.
Also, no evidence was obtained to sup-
port the theory that intelligence scores
can be improved. It was suggested that
additional effort should be given to the
nature-nuture interaction, the lime to
begin interventions, and possible inter-
vention models. (JK)

ABSTRACT 23245
EEC 02 3245 D 010 848

Publ. Date Aug 66 54p.
Daniel, Artie A.; Giles, Douglas E.
A Comparison of the Oral Language
Development of Head Start Pupils with
Non-Head Start Pupils.
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS mf.hc
BR-6-8293

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
preschool children; disadvantaged youth:
national programs; preschool programs;
vocabulary; speech education; language
enrichment; language learning levels;
verbal ability; learning experience; lan-
guage development; oral communication;
intelligence differences: student evalua-
tion; Head Start

The oral language development of 52
disadvantag,i 1st grade children who
had participated in a Project Head Start
summer program was compared with that
of 52 children who had not. To deter-
mine whether participating in programs
designed to broaden experiences resulted
in superior language development, a
measurement of various aspects of oral
language was developed and adminis-
tered. Findings were that Project Head
Start participants, both boys and girls,
displayed greater oral language develop-
ment than non-Head Start participants.
and that Project Head Start activities
were more effective in encouraging the
oral language development of low than
of high intelligence pupils.
Recommendations were made for types
of materials and activities to be included
in Head Start curricula and for future
research in this area. (GD)

ABSTRACT 23246
EC 02 3246 ED011O65
Publ. Date Aug 66 .45p.
Malpass, Leslie F. and Others
Programed Reading Instruction for
Culturally Deprived Slow Learners.
MacDonald Training Center Foundation,
Tampa, Florida
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton. D. C., Bureau of Research
EDRS mf,hc

EC-2-7-068438-0069
BR-6-8438

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
reading; disadvantaged youth; slow
learners; programed instruction; pro-
gramed m terials; basic reading; teaching
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ted: reading instruction; beginning
g; vocabulary development; read-
;earch; student evaluation

ffectiveness of programed instruc-
materials for teaching basic read-
ills to slow learning, culturally de-
I children (aged 6 to 9) was evaluat-
he same materials had bi.e.; pre-
y evaluated with educable mentally
ed subjects (aged 10 to 16). To
nine what modifications would be
d for use with younger students, 45
en were divided into one control

taught by traditional classroom
ques and two experimental groups,
aught by machine, and one taught
programed workbooks. Each group
ed the same list of words selected
authors. At the end of the experi-

the children were tested for vocab-
improvement. The scores of each
were statistically compared with
of every other group. The results

td a statistically significant im-
ment in vocabulary gain for the
ne-taught group over the control
and for the workbook-taught group
he control group, but no significant
ence was found between the ma-
-taught and the workbook-taught
s. The conclusion was the' pro-
el instructional materials tend to
'se reading skills and are feasible
se with the population sampled.

ABSTRA CT 23254
Z 3254 ED 001 634
Date Jan 65 43p.

lining Institute for Differentiation
Remediation of the Learning

kms of Culturally Impoverished
ken.
Street College of Education, New

, New York;
lent's Committee on Juvenile Delin-
:y, Washington. D. C.
3 mf.hc

iptors; exceptional child research;
vantaged youth: professional educe=
cognitive processes; culturally dis-
itaged; psychrieducational process-
'service teacher education; elemen-
trades; supervisors; teachers; coon-

teacher responses; changing atti-
; classroom communication; student
er relationship; learning difficulties;
Street College of Education (New

1

current Institute program evolved
a translation of fundamental con-
of the teaching-learning process

oped by Bank Street College. The
to-educational method was based
the premises that intellectual func-

ig is limited by particular patterns
notional response and that these
tive factors interact to support or
cap healthy growth. A year-long
ng program for sato& personnel
initiated in disadvantaged areas of
large cities where action programs.
irted by the President's Committee
uvenile Delinquency and Youth
lopment. were located. The training

',Antalya -Youth-

40 elementary school teachers, guidance
counselors, and supervisors from Bos-
ton, Cleveland, New York. and Washing-
on, D.C. This intensive period was sup-

plemented and reinforced throughout the
year with planned group interaction ses-
sions, visits, and consultations in each
city by Institute staff, and with a final
two-day conference at Bank Street Col-
lege designed to stimulate participants to
new and redirected involvement. The
entire focus of the Institute was on ena-
bling trainees to better analyze aspects
of their own schools or classrooms.
Reported gains were made in the greater
psychological knowledge of causes of
learning failure, the exactness of appro-
priate method, and the meaning of true
communication between pupils and the
teacher. (UK)

ABSTRACT 23303
EC 02 3303 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 69 3p.
Wirtz, Morvin A.
Increased Concern for Disadvantaged
Children and Youth: Implications for
the Education of the Mentally Retard-
ed.
EDRS not available
Education and Training of the Mentally
Retarded; VI NI P8-10 Feb 1969
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
mentally handicapped; disadvantaged
youth; educationally disadvantaged; eco-
nomic factors; educational needs
The relationship of low income to educa-
tional disadvantagement and mental
handicaps is discussed, emphasizing the
need for creative planning by educators
and others. A suggested list of areas for
action to meet the needs of the large
number of mentally handicapped children
from disadvantaged environments is giv-
en. (KW)

ABSTRACT 23407
EC 02 3407 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 66 7p.
Blatt, Burton; Garfunkel, Frank
Dissonant Notions Concerning Disor-
dered Children and Their Educability.
EDRS not available
Education and Training of the Mentally
Retarded; VI NI P11-7 Feb 1966
Descriptors; exceptional child education;
mentally handicapped; emotionally dis-
turbed; learning disabilities; culturally
disadvantaged; clinical diagnosis; teach-
ing methods; behavior theories; educa-
tional theories; curriculum development;
educational needs
The authors present several more or less
unorthodox viewpoints concerning disor-
dered children and their educability.
They believe it might add clarity and
perspective to extraordinarily complex
problems if children with serious learning
or behavior disorders are viewed as sick.
included in this category would be all of
the mentally handicapped and a great
many children who are termed culturally
disadvantaged. They feel procedures in

unstructured and emergent in nature. In
view of their position that disordered
children do not comprise a homogeneous
group and are not educated in homoge-
neous settings, a strong stand is taken
against the notion that there is a single
methodology or group of methodologies
to deal with all problems in the education
of disordered children. (Author)

ABSTRACT 23494
EC 02 3494 ED N.A,
Publ. Date Jul 70 6p.
Ayers, George E.
The Disadvantaged: An Analysis of
Factors Affecting the Counseling Rela-
tionship.
EDRS not available
Rehabilitation Literature; V31 N7 P194-9
Jul 1970

Descriptors: culturally disadvantaged;
rehabilitation counseling; counseling
effectiveness; interaction process analy-
sis; counselor attitudes; counselor ac-
ceptance; communication problems; atti-
tudes

The complex range of interpersonal and
intrapersonal perceptions that influence
the development of a counseling relation-
ship, specifically as related to counseling
the disadvantaged, are analyzed. Starting
with an enumeration of qualities that
affect the counseling relationship in gen-
eral, the author expands to a discussion
of specific counselor attitudes affecting
their relationship toward a disadvantaged
client. The effect of counselor's percep-
tions of the disadvantaged, and how he
can overcome them and establish rap-
port, are treated. Suggestions for devel-
oping positive counselor attitudes and for
increasing the counselor's knowledge of
the client's background, values, and cul-
ture include a strategy of inservice train-
ing. The importance of communication,
both verbal and non-verbal, and of the
client's attitude also, are discussed.
(KW)

ABSTRACT 23562
EC 02 3562 ED 042 295
Publ. Date (68) 52p.
Summary Report of a Study on the
Problems of Rehabilitation for the
Disabled.
Roper Research Associates, Inc., New
York, New York
Social a nd Rehabilitation Service
(DHEW). Washington, D. C.
EDRS mf,tic
Descriptors: exceptional child research;
handicapped; vocational rehabilitation;
attitudes; information dissemination;
economically disadvantaged; class atti-
tudes; rehabilitation; national surveys;
statistical studies

Prior to an advertising campaign directed
toward the handicapped and their fami-
lies, interviews with 995 adults, 481
handicapped persons. and 100 physicians
were conducted. It was found that the
lower economic group, which has the
highest incidence of disability (17% as
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compared to 5% in upper economic
households), has the least knowledge of
how and where to seek help, and has
more negative attitudes toward caring for
the disabled. Among the general public,
a much larger percentage of those in the
lower economic group than in the upper

20

and middle groups favors institutionali-
zation al the handicapped rather than at-
home care, and a much lower percentage
favors having the handicappe. work side
by side with the non-handicapped. More
of the handicapped have received medi-
cal services than have received vocation-
al training. Results also showed the need

2

for providing doctors with more informa-
tion on how to steer patients toward re-
habilitation. Discussed are suggestions
indicated by the study for an advertising
campaign designed to inform the handi-
capped and motivate them to seek reha-
bilitation services. (KW)
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